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Role of
Athletics In
Admissions
Examined
BY JENNIFER ANTONIAZZI

Senior Editor

In a recent memorandum sent to the
faculty, President Dobelle called for the
formation of a committee to explore the
role of athletics at Trinity. Dobelle cited
the impetus for this decision as, "I have
decided to establish a committee for
evaluating the role of the Athletic Department in the mission of the college.
Elaboration of such a role was a central
recommendation of the external reviewers who assessed the program in 1996-97.
Recent events have led me to request
such an evaluation, and to do so on a
timetable that will provide me with a
report by no later than February 15,
1999."
The committee is co-chaired by Vice
President for Enrollment Management
Christopher M. Small and Professor
Drew Hyland. Other members include
Secretary of the College Emeritus Gerald
Hansen as an alumni representative;
presidential representative Dr. Ronald

the Curriculum committee; and Dr.
Stephen Peterson as the representative of
the Financial Affairs Committee.
The issues that will be addressed

hams,
p
^
Department; Director of Residential Life
Amy Howard as Student Services representative; Dr. Borden Painter acting as
representative of Admissions Committee; Professor Richard Lee, representing

clear definition of che role of both the
Department and the program of intercollegiate athletics in the mission of the
College; clarifying the relationship besee ROLE on page nine

Prospective students learn about the plaque outside of Northam Towers during a
Preview Weekend tour. Preview Weekend took place from this past Thursday to
Saturday showcasing Trinity to over 75 high school seniors.

The role of athletics in the admissions process is being
investigated by a faculty and administrative committee.

KATIE BRYANT

Health Center Ends 24Qn-Campus
Care
ne Future
Changes.

BY D A N BERMAN
AND SARA MERIN

News Editors

Night nurses are now a thing of the
past at Trinity. As of November 21, the
Health Center will be closed from 12:00
PM to 8:00 AM. Because of this change,
Trinity will no longer provide an infirmary for the student body.
This decision comes two weeks after
Dr. Riva Lewinter was hired as Medical
Director and the Hartford Medical
Group was retained to provide support
service.
The.change in operating hours was
made by Vice President for Student Services Sharon Herzberger after the current night nurse resigned.
According to Herzberger, the nurse's
departure simply allowed Trinity to
speed up plans to streamline on-campus
medical service.
In an email to the Trinity community,
Herzberger stated, "while we did not anticipate making this change so quickly,
a resignation among a member of the
staff provided an opportunity to take
this step now."

Sophomore Tutorial: A-New Way of Learning
the constraints of time and money avail- faculty members will come from all arable. 40 to 50 participating students will eas of the curriculum, the arts, sciences,
News Writer
take only four regular classes through and humanities. Between them they will
the year, two each semester. The rest of be responsible for the general education
The class of 2003 will have a new aca- their work will be done through the tu- of the students in their care. Completion
demic option in their sophomore year at torial college, working with the five fac- of the Tutorial College program: will
Trinity. Beginning in the academic year ulty members who will teach in the count as fulfillment of the distribution
.
of 2000-2001, a new experimental pro- college. The participating students will requirements.
be
the
sole
teaching
responsibility
of
the
,
Each
faculty
member
will have eight
gram will be offered to interested sophofaculty involved with the program
to 10 students assigned to him or her, acmores.
•.
The faculty members and students cording to areas of academic interest.
The program is a tutorial college, dewill
be drawn from a wide range of dis- This instructor will be the primary, but
signed to maximize the opportunity for
ciplines
and interests. The program not exclusive, director of these students'
and quality of student-faculty interaction. The goal is to come as close to one- hopes to attract students with diverse education while they are enrolled in the,
see TUTORIALS on page six
on-one instruction as is possible within interests across the curriculum. The five
B Y KATHERINE KIMBER

JOHN AKIN

Herzberger acted on the advice of an
independent consulting firm that was
hired to examine the health care system
at Trinity. She stated that the consultants
based their findings on various factors,
including the minimal use of the Medical Center after 8:00 PM, reflected in the
fact that only four students stayed overnight at the Medical Center last year. In
addition, the consultants reported that
only five percent of colleges nationwide
have infirmaries (facilities for students
overnight stays).
Furthermore, Herzberger justified the
decision stating that any serious cases
are already referred,to Hartford Hospital or the Trinity College Emergency Response Team (TCERT). "What the nurses
tell me is that they get almost no calls
see HEALTH on page nine
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A Level Playing Field For All
During the fall athletic season, 17 NESCAC teams from four different sports
attended NCAA post-season tournaments. Trinity's own field hockey team advanced to the Final Four, and the mens' soccer team also won entry to the post
season. Many people still remember the basketball team's trip to the Final Four
in 1995. However, a new policy set to go into effect in the near future will deny
many of these scholar-athletes the opportunity to represent their team and school
on the national level.
Last April, the presidents o£ the NESCAC schools voted to limit participation
in NCAA tournaments to only one team from the conference per sport. While
this proposal, was designed with the ambition of ensuring an emphasis on academics, this policy will be ineffectual, and in some cases counter-productive. Once
friendly NESCAC rivalries will become fiercely-competitive, as each game determines post-season possibilities. For example, both the Trinity and Middlebury
field hockey teams advanced to the Final Four this season, but under the new
policy only Middlebury would have been allowed to attend—in spite of the fact
that both squads are national powerhouses in Division III.
As the importance of these games increases, so too does the pressure placed on
student-athletes. Early losses can destroy a team's moral? for the entire season,
and entry to a NCAA tournament relies less on a team's overall performance than
its relative standing with other conference teams. Having a NESCAC tournament at the end of the season will necessitate just as much traveling as the current system, with the winner then having to engage in a national competition.
Admissions will suffer as many talented athletes will look to non-NESCAC
schools that allow for these opportunities. Some institutions will permit athletic
ability to overshadow academic credentials in order to maintain supremacy in
the conference; Furthermore, Trinity will lose the media exposure it receives from
these events; given the energy the college has put forth on this front, it makes no
sense to hinder this effort in the realm of sports.
President Dobelle has stated that Trinity students should have a right to compete in these events, and he hopes that some change can be made to the policy
before its implementation. Student leaders from many of these schools recently
gathered to voice concern over this pressing situation, but if nothing is done this
change will take effect by the year 2000. Denying these young men and women
participation in national competition would be a disservice to our institution as
well as to these scholar-athletes.
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who have friends living in the fraternity houses. Lang laments "...I
have never seen a woman lecturing
some frat boy when he steps over
the line to harassment. Instead it
seems that these women expect this
type of behavior and therefore,
through their acceptance, serve to
reinforce this sexist attitude."
"These women" (the short-skirted
whiny ones) don't do anything to
stop these frat boys (the ones with
absolutely rto self-control). Ready
for the chorus? We say: "WHOSE
FAULT IS IT?" You say: "THE
SHORT-SKIRTED
WHINY
BIMBOS!"
I have a question for you, Mr. Lang:
if you have never seen a woman
stand up for herself in the face of
sexual harassment, you obviously
witnessed sexual harassment. Did
you condone it? Or did you step in
and reprimand (picket or slap) the
offending neanderthal? Oh, I forgot,
it's her fault and her responsibility
to single handedly change the most
intrinsic manifestations of sexist,
abusive, victimizing society regardless of any physical or emotional repercussions.
I have one more question for you,
Mr, Lang: why didn't you try to inflame Trinity campus with a ridiculous
» article
blaming
African-American students for the
racism they may suffer? Is it because society has evolved enough to
understand that it is not funny to
blame a racial minority for their victimization? Why is rape something
easy to make light of while racism
is not? Your clever response-inducing article, Mr. Lang, is an insult of
dangerous proportions to the men
and women on this campus. As a
former,- short-skirted bimbo, [rat
party goer and rape victim, Mr
Lang, [just wanted you to know that
I am offended by your ignorance
and motive in writing this article.
Maybe Til picket your, dorm, too.

I really don't know where to begin criticizing Ian Lang's article
"The Objectification of Women." I
have heard Mr. Lang is an intelligent
person who may have written the
article to agitate people into responding to The Tripod. With this
information I almost did not respond, but 1 am so agitated, in ways
the author may not have foreseen,
that I'll respond anyway.
"...[Plut away those short skirts
and stay home," Lang asserts followed by the acknowledgment of
the counter argument, "Does this
attitude merely blame the victims
for sexual harassment that occurs at
Trinity? I don't think so." This "attitude" does blame the short skirt
wearer. It also assumes that fraternity brothers are, as a whole, immoral masses of testosterone at the
sight of a party goers legs.
To further explore this inane argument, Lang observes, "Despite
this, these same women, continually return to the parties where they
know they will be harassed, thereby
implicitly agreeing with this harassment." In other words, these
whiny, short-skirted women, like
the harassment at some level, or else
why would they go to the parties?
Obviously the non-whiny, short
skirted.women who do go to the
parties like harassment and don't
diminish their integrity by pretending they don't.
Of course all these assertions are
predicated on the "fact" that all men
at all fraternity parties are sexual
assaulters. Lang manages to single
handedly insult men and women
with gendered stereotypes of victims (short-skirted, whiny bimbos)
and perpetrators ("lust-filled bourgeois bastardls].")
Lang legitimately insists that
women should stand up for themselves. And I dp like the idea of pick. eting a party, personally, but I'm one
of those "rabble raising feminists" so Sincerely,
it probably won't appeal to women Beth Miller-Lee'07

Discourse Should Be Civil
To the Editor

•

which faculty, administrators, and
students discuss topics honestly
Many people have called me to and respectfully and with the aim
express anger and dismay about the of deriving solutions to issues of
fliers that appeared on campus last campus concern.
week and at their repeat exposure
Many, many students have visin The Tripod. I want to encourage ited me in my office and have inreaders to turn their distaste for this vited me and other administrators
level of discourse into positive ac- to open meetings and to small
tion. Let's take advantage of every group discussions at which good
opportunity to discuss complex and ideas have been generated and
contentious issues with civility and working relationships forged.
with the intent of understanding
I will continue to publicize meeteach other's positions, seeking com- ings and discussions that my office
monality, and promoting problem organizes, and I look forward to acsolving.
cepting more invitations to meetLet me also remind you of exist- ings organized by others. And, if
ing forums through which you can meetings are not "your thing," eexpress your'opinions. Dean Tho- naail or call me with your thoughts.
mas and I regularly eat lunch in They are always welcome.
Mather Dining Hall, and any and all
studentsareinvitedtodropby. Our Sincerely,
Chaplain, Steven Charleston, hosts Sharon D. Herzberger
a series of Town Hall Forums at Vice President for Student Services

Alternative Career Paths at Trinity
Traditionally, "Pillow Talk," has been accused of having a negative perspective of Trinity students as pencil pushers, cogs in the
machine. We were surprised to find Trinity grads striking out on
their own into uncharted territories (i.e., not law or medicine). In
an effort to contribute to the alternative opportunities made available by the Career Services Office for prospective employees of
the workaday world, we have rated the "careers off the beaten path"
according to that office.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car and <
Provident Insurance
>

Corporate America: now we're
taking a walk on the wild side!

Brewmaster

Alternative at any other school
but #5.

Lifelong community activ- A Rejecting, the materialist culist
fr ture? Now that's out there!
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Tear Down The Iron Fence
BY PAIGE MCGINLEY

Opinion Writer

I'm not opposed to neighborhood revitalization. I'm not opposed to better education, better
jobs, or economic viability. I'm
not even opposed to token gestures, but I have a problem with
them when they cost $200 million. Is the neighborhood revitalization project a token
gesture? Is it a merely a public
relations ploy to increase
Trinity's rankings in U.S. News
and World Report? Unless Trinity removes the Broad Street
fence, this school will make a
$200 million token gesture of
false sincerity toward the Trinity community and toward the
neighborhood in which we live.
To be fair, Jim Mullen expresses a wish to open a "community dialogue" about the
presence/removal of the Broad
Street fence. There are those
who love the fence and want to
keep it while at the same time
supporting Trinity's efforts in
the neighborhood. They argue
that the fence's permeability
makes it acceptable, and that
the tradition of the fence ought
to be maintained. Yet if the
fence is a symbol of tradition, it
is also a symbol of the "old Trinity" - the Trinity that ignored its
place in Hartford.
Think about the last time
that you saw - really saw - the
architecture of this school, the
stuff that usually blends into
the background of daily life.
Think about the last time you
had that moment of clarity
walking across the quad. What
did the architecture say to you?
Did it speak to you of Graduation Day, of the carillon, of late
night meetings at the bishop, of
streaking with gleeful abandon
at 4 AM? Architecture sometimes speaks louder than any
words.
The fence speaks too. My
friends told me what the fence
says to them when they really
see it. One of my friends talked
about visiting Trinity as a child
and the feeling that Trinity was
an island. Another friend of
mine remembered his freshman year when a young man

was shot to death just on the
"other side" of the fence. I remember one day when I saw a
6 year old kid trying to scale the
fence on a dare. He got stuck on
the spikes, dangling from his
shirt, hollering and carrying on
until an older boy pulled him
down and gave him a smack on
the head as a reprimand.
Our fence is permeable. Anybody who wants to can cross
the line for any purpose. It does
not serve a utilitarian purpose
anymore, only a symbolic one.
We all know what fences say;
we have known it since childhood when we hit a ball into a
neighbor's yard or had recess on
the fenced-in playground. The
argument could be made that
anybody who wants to can
come onto our campus. Yet the
fence says "You can come in if
you want, but we don't want
you." It's certainly not my idea
of an openness to community.
Some argue that the fence
serves as a deterrent to crime on
campus. While there is no way
of knowing for certain whether
or not this is true, evidence
shows that fences around other
gated communities do nothing
to reduce the crime rate. Crime
does happen here but the fence
says that crime only comes
from the outside, when every
Trinity student knows better.
The fence facilitates a belief that
muggings and murders are a
rampant epidemic out there in
Hartford, while crimes like student on student assaults, date
rape, and Rophynol are isolated
incidents. After all, the fence
keeps us safe. Doesn't it?
. We speak very rarely of race,
even less of class. Atgraduation
last year, Jimmy Carter said
what we at Trinity are too reluctant to say: "Every person here
is rich." We are rich, even the
least privileged of us. At our
school on the hill are 2,000 of
the most privileged people in
the entire world.
In a country and a culture
where everything is ruled by
the almighty dollar, the fear of
poverty pervades this campus.
We are terrified of graduation,
of being unemployed, and of
being poor because we have
learned from our,parents, our

SGA:MOUTHPIECE FOR THE

teachers, the government and
the media that poverty is to be
fought at all costs, even if it
means working without passion for a paycheck. There is a
fear of the poor that is constructed by our attitudes and
assumptions, rather than any
direct experience.
If we do not think of the residents of Frog Hollow as our
neighbors, how can Trinity as-.
sume any real responsibility for
the dignity of human beings?
Our neighbors need.our respect
and trust, just as we all need respect and trust from each other.
The fence says "We do not trust
you to be on this campus. We
do not trust you because you are
poor and therefore you are
criminals." How long will Trinity continue to wield its influence and power in the public
sphere while it remains a stubbornly closed, private space?
Trinity now refers to itself as
a "college in the city." If Trinity's
architecture is reflecting its ideology, how does the fence speak
for the college in the city? An
art history professor who is integral to the upcoming renovations told me that the fence
serves as a line of demarcation
where "Trinity ends and...[long
pause, searching for words]
other things begin," (his words,
my italics). If Trinity plans to
be a college amidst those "other
things," then Ivory Tower relics
like the fence have to go.
On the homepage for the revitalization project, there are
two referrals for people who
want more information on the
project. One of those referrals is
to Marketing and Public Rela-*
tions. What is revitalization? Is
it a marketing stunt? I hope that
it's not. But the continual presence of the fence sends me and
a lot of other people the message
that revitalization is, indeed,
very well crafted rhetoric.
Architecture is the most public statement of ideology that
Trinity can make. It speaks
louder than any mission state-'
me*it. It even speaks louder
than $200 million. .Taking
down the fence may in itself be
a token gesture, but it is necessary if Trinity's reality is going
to live up to its rhetoric.
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Religion Matters
BY RIGHT REVEREND STEVEN CHARLESTON

Chaplain
One of the stereotypes of communities like ours is that we are not
especially religious. I am speaking of communities like Trinity: colleges and universities that are secular, research oriented, academic institutions that are justifiably proud of their intellectual reputation. The
image we have in this culture of places like ours is that their connection to religion is historical, not contemporary Like many colleges (in
fact, like the very first universities) Trinity was founded by very religious people. In the popular psyche of our society, we assume that the
tie between religion and the liberal arts has been severed just as we
rnagine it has been disconnected between church and state. But is
this true? Is religion as a living practice only peripheral to communities like Trinity College or does it engage the center of what it truly
means to be an intellectual community?
Of course, as a person who treasures both education and faith, I am
biased. My answer is to question the assumption and challenge the
stereotype And yet, I hope I can offer this response in a way that is'not
seen just as an obligatory apology for religious life on campus, but
rather as an intellectual idea that deserves consideration by all persons in this community who value the integrity of reason and dialogue as cornerstones to any academic community.
I begin by simply recognizing a very basic reality: like most communities, Trinity is a spectrum of personalities, not a fixed point of
completely identical human beings. We are not clones, but a vibrant
gathering of many ages, experiences, cultures, and backgrounds. We
have a rich variety of belief systems, of historical perspectives, and of
passionate commitments. Trinity, therefore, is a multi-dimensional intellectual community. Like a color band, we come in all possible shades
of faith, from the orthodox atheist at one end of the spectrum to the
orthodox believer at the other.
Perhaps it is these extremes that create the stereotype. While it is
true that there are persons of extreme anti-religious prejudice on any
campus who assume that no intellectual good can come from discussing or practicing religion, and while it is also true that they have their
counterparts in equally orthodox religionists who decry secular humanism as the Devil in the academy, these are only bookends, the far
"right" and the far "left" of what is a much more intelligent and hopeful conversation. That conversation does not occur in the more narrow confines of either intellectual or spiritual orthodoxy, but rather
in the wonderful mixed areas of the spectrum where persons of an
open mind and curiosity meet to share, to explore, and to question.
'•••Thehallmarkdf any true liberal arts community is itscommitmerit
to just this kind of conversation. The health of such a community can
be diagnosed by examining how dynamic the exchange of ideas and
learnings really is within its community: not that some perspectives
are upheld at all costs while others are excluded, but that all perspectives are allowed into the dialogue to be weighed by their own merits.
The honesty of science gives us a clue: to disregard data out of personal prejudice is the quick path to a experimental.dead end. In the
laboratory of our human culture, the data on God is still flowing in
Therefore, in places like Trinity, whether we doubt God or believe in
God, we must give God critical consideration since In doing this, we
have no preconceptions as a community, only the shared covenant of
all academic institutions: to be diligent in the search for truth.
Faith is part of that search. It is one expression of the human quest
for answers, for relationships, for values and meaning. The intellectual depth of this search can be described by reference to the enormous contribution of religion to the arts, to the sciences, to the reality
of who and what we are as a human family. Consequently, the perspective of faith is an integral addition to the academic pursuit of truth
Any religious tradition is an intricate blending of those same shades
of color and culture that are so much a part of places like Trinity. We
speak the same language when we speak of faith. It is the language of
ideas. It is the language of experiences. It is poetry and symbol, but it
is also concrete experience and historical fact. In short, even when we
try to disembody and pretend that our faith is not part of our dialogue, we betray ourselves as creatures of faith who were born in the
saline waters of spirituality. The insistent denials of the atheist are as
eloquent of the power of faith as are the testimonials of the believer.
Schools like Trinity have never been religious deserts. The skeptic who
helped create Trinity 175 years ago may not have been any more visible among the faithful then as the person of faith today is visible in
the modern classroom, but both have always been present (indeed,
must always be present) for Trinity to be what it claims to be.
Each person who lives and works at Trinity brings with them their
own voice of faith. For some, it may be a voice filled with anger or
pain. Religion has inflicted many wounds in human lives that are slow
to heal and consequently, religion has exiled many intelligent men
and women to the extremes of disbelief. For others, religion is a voice
filled with absolutes and demands. Religion has always been the last
refuge for the frustrated, the self-righteous, and the fearful. But in the
middle ground, in the vast open marketplace of communities like Trinity, there are hundreds of other voices to be heard. For most of us, these
are familiar voices, even when they speak in a very different religious
accent from our own. They are speaking of truth, as they perceive it.
They are speaking of history, as they have lived it. They are speaking
of the sacred, as they have embraced it. Any one at Trinity, student or
teacher, should never feel embarrassed or afraid to share in this hopeful conversation of faith and ideas. To do so is not a sign of a lack of
intellectual rigor, but rather the clear signal of a mind that is integrated and open to new understandings. I hope that at Trinity we. will
always maintain our historic vision of the liberal arts as a community of both heart and mind, of faith and science, of the free exchange
of who we really are as full persons. We must not be intimidated by
any orthodoxy that would inhibit us from sharing all aspects of our
common lives. For it is only in this shared search that we find truth
and only through it that we discover community.
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Make An Actual Effort
BY JAMES GRIFFITH

Opinion Editor

The weather has finally turned. The
sky is a little grayer. The sun is out less
each day. All the signs of the arrival of
fall are upon ua, including colder
weather as we anticipate snow falling on
our noses, crisping our faces. 'Tis the season for thanks and giving.'
And so.as every year, the Trinity community organizes itself to raise awareness on homelessness. The Sleep Out is
coming soon, even before Thanksgiving
vacation hits us. In case you've forgotten
or never knew, The Sleep Out is an annual event at which students and perhaps a few faculty spend the night out
on The Cave patio, coming to grips with
how difficult it must be to be homeless
on cold winter nights. They come with
sleeping bags and sleep on the concrete,

years, with drinks provided by the government? Maybe in a shelter, but that is
where real help comes from, not from
feeling really darn empathetic for their
plight.
Living as a homeless person is not
nearly as easy as The,Sleep Out makes it
seem and yet people still don't stay the
whole night. If we really wanted to recreate more of the life of the homeless,
we'd chuck people out into the middle
of Hartford in the clothes they've been
wearing all day, maybe a blanket, with
no money and not allow them back on
campus until daybreak. If you really
want to experience what it's like to be
homeless, be homeless. But obviously
that's doing no one any good, right? Well,
neither is The Sleep Out.
I suppose The Sleep Out gives some
people a minimal taste of what it's like
to be homeless. But outside of that taste,
what good does it serve?

The Sleep Out strikes me as one of the most useless,
condescending, arrogant points of the year.
The Sleep Out is like way too many acdressed for the cold, and get drinks from
tivities of college students attempting to
SGA, maybe tell stories.
No offense to the people who partici- "help out." It accomplishes nothing for
pate fully or those who help with real the homeless but it makes everybody
service, but this event strikes me as one who participates feel better about themof the most useless, condescending, ar- selves. It says, "Gee, I've been cold for a
rogant points of the year. First of all, not night. Now I know what it's like to be
too many people stay the whole night. cold every night and not be able to do
From what I know, most go back to their anything about it." No, you don't have a
rooms around two or three. I suppose clue what it's like to live like that. Neifour or five hours of being out in the cold ther do I, but I wouldn't dare be so conreally gives some people the awareness descending as to claim I have a clue. How
they need while others need to suffer a typical of the privileged classes, to feel
little more — like seven or eight hours. like one has become "one with the
. Second: you get drinks from SGA? Give people" simply by once sharing in their
me a break. When was the last-time you suffering, and even then not entirely.
were wandering through the streets of
If you really want to make yourself feel
HatdoTd or any' ojiher.city and.saw:a-: :; betteS; spend a night at a shelter and help
crowd of homeless people, dressed in distribute food. Try being productive and
coats and jeans they've worn for ten actually help someone out.
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Honor Code Debate Continues
To the Editor:

BY IAN LANG

Opinion Writer

During the 1950s and 1960s capital
punishment was rarely condoned by the
state. In 1976 Garry Gilmore, a convicted
killer, was murdered by the state of Utah,
and America was reintroduced to the
practice of capital punishment. Since
then public opinion polls consistently
indicate that there.is widespread public
support for capital punishment. In an ar>
'tempt tbxonform to these polls states
' around the.nation have introduced laws
that limit the number erf appeals granted
to death row inmates. These laws attempt to reduce the time between conviction and execution, and, in theory,
make capital punishment a greater deterrent to crime. Even bastions of liberalism such as New York state have
introduced capital punishment into the
books. This is done despite the fact that
there is little if any credible evidence
that the death penalty does in fact act as
a deterrent.
Since most violent crimes are committed either in the heat.of passion or by
individuals who are not thinking rationally, the death penalty cannot hope to
act as a deterrent for violent crimes.
Furthermore America should reject
the death penalty because it is inherently racist. In prison's across America
minorities are disproportionately represented in the death row population. It
targets individuals who lack the financial resources to hire private attorneys.
Therefore those accused must rely on
overworked and underpaid public defenders.
Why then has support the for the
death penalty increased during the past
twenty-two years?
Death penalty supporters have effectively portrayed all death row inmates as

1/

monsters beyond hope of rehabilitation.
Such a portrayal inevitably ignores mitigating factors such as socio-economic
status, child hood traumas, and hopeless
living conditions that effect human behavior.
This past weekend opponents of the
heinous crime of capital punishment
organized a conference which brought
together twenty-eight of the seventy-five
individuals who have been freed after
serving time on death row for crimes
they did not.commit. These numbers
' translate into the statistic that since 1976
for every sevenexecutions thaf have been
carried out in: America, one condemned
' inmate has been freed because they were
wrongfully convicted, according to The
NewYorkTimes.
Given the fact that our system of justice is flawed, it is incomprehensible to
me that we continue to allow the state
to kill innocent individuals. Obviously
abolishing the death penalty will not
ensure that innocent individuals are not
wrongfully incarcerated. However those
innocent individuals will at least have
the opportunity to be given the freedom
that was wrongfully taken from them;
If we kill the wrong individual, nothing
can be done to reverse the decision to
execute. As new scientific practices
emerge such as DNA testing it is likely
that more individuals will be found innocent.
Though death penalty proponents argue that murder is immoral, they continue to.contradict, themselves by
punishing convicts with the most premeditated murder known to man.
Cooped up in small dark cells, convicted
human beings are told the day and the
time of their death. In essence this practice is more immoral than the crime it
supposedly punishes. It is impossible for
any nation to serve as a moral authority
while allowing this practice to continue.

on with policy on the campus, but they never
actually DO anything. I think given an
honor code most students would dismiss it
and then continue to do what they do. Even
I will admit that freshman year a friend told
me that before he handed in a test, he looked
at the test of the kid sitting across from him
to check his answers. What was I to do? I
didn't see it, and I certainly was not about to
make an allegation against someone with
unfounded information, especially as a first
semester freshman.
On the other hand, I continually felt embarrassed when asked on tour whether or
not we had an honor code. Having to answer
"no" always seemed to be a sad commentary
on the school. The worst part? Here, for some
reason, the concept of an honor code seems
more difficult to believe in an honor code
than it did at Georgetown. I can't quite explain why, but it does. Maybe it's that the
school sets up an entirely different atmosphere. I was amazed to find that each classroom had signs reminding students that
there was an honor code in effect. The signs
hung right next to the doors in all classrooms. Something about this added a certain
comfort level. To fully enforce an honor code
here, I think that something similar to that
would need to be in effeet. Simply stating the
honor code in either the Bulletin or the
Handbook which few students ever read
would not work. But to remind students, to
continually throw it in their faces, to make
it blatantly obvious, this might work. Might,
not definitely. Perhaps then this will change
the students? I don't know. I don't hold out
much promise, but perhaps somewhere a
change needs to be made. Simply admitting
a "new" type of student won't work. Once
here, the students acculturate to the atmosphere and then they're no longer a "new"
type of student. Perhaps enforcing an honor
code would work. Somewhere a change
needs to be made. If a first step needs to be
taken, maybe this can be it.

Ironically, the concept of an honor code
at Trinity continually intrigues me, especially after spending the summer at
Georgetown (which has one) and after having to answer many times while guiding
tours that "no, Trinity does not have an honor
code." In preface to your article, I'd like to relay a short story from Mentor Training in
August. Having been perplexed by our lack
of honor code, I seized upon the opportunity
to question Mary Thomas concerning this
policy. Her answer (which made sense at the
time) basically boiled down to "it hasn't been
a tradition here and it's hard to instill a new
tradition at an institution this old." I don't
know why, but in the context of the conversation, it made sense. Go figure.
Moving on to the present day...upon first
seeing Professor Fulco's article, my first response was "yeah, right. Not gonna happen
here at Trin." Sad tasa,y, but I still adhere to
that belief. This belief outlines what I feel are
many of the problems here at Trinity. Trinity students repeatedly refuse to own up to
their actions. Look at the campus on Saturday and Sunday mornings. You see a campus
littered with tons of cups and cans. Why is
this? Students refuse to take responsibility
for their actions and those of others. Last year,
on a Sunday morning, I was walking along
and saw a garbage can overturned on the
ground. By this late time in the day, SOMEONE could have turned it right side up (let
alone NOT turned it over). But I ended up fixing the problem, while a guy friend watched
and asked me why I was doing this, I had not
overturned the can. My reply "Someone has
to do it." Trinity students continually act as
though someone will take care of things for
them. In this atmosphere how can we hope
to foster an academic honor code if we don't
have a social one?
Trinity students remind me of a quote I
read about Hamlet in high school, the critic
wrote, "Hamlet thinks about nothing but
doing yet does nothing but think." Trinity S i n c e r e l y , . ' . • • • • • , :;•.
students complain about everything going Karen von Hardehberg'00
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Cave Should Remain The Same
To the Editor:

Hypocrisy Of Death Penalty
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that 1) if somebody wants to eat in a 'bistrostyle' setting, try going to the Bistro 2) Remember how long it took you to get from the
stairs near the con venientstore to your mailbox during the plant and poster sales? If you
want traffic to be like- chat everyday, then
these tables are the perfect way to do this,
Sure, maybe it would look more classy to
have paintings up on the walls instead of
"stark white palate," but 1 while I am toasting my bagel between my 12:35 and 1:15
classes everyday, I would rather catch a quick
glance at a flyer for the next Dr. Zeus concert or next Latin American studies lecture
than a Picasso or Rembrandt. Plus, what's
wrong bubble-blowing guy?
• ' Ms. Brown-Carthen quoted that she
"hopes [the renovations] will increase the
amount of small-group dining and create a
better atmosphere." She also reports about
how excited she is about these plans. I am
sorry to burst your bubble, Ms. BrownCarthen, but a few computer ports are not
exactly going to bring more people to eat in
The Cave or with more people for that matter.
If you are looking for an atmosphere such
as the one you are describing in your article,
it already exists, and it is called The Bistro.
The Cave is a different type of atmosphere
to add diversity between our three dining
facilities. The Cave is a more laid back, social and 'on-the-go' place to eat, as opposed
to the lounge-type, more intimate Bistro. The
Cave is more conducive to eating alone,
whereas the television can keep one company while they are with their thoughts. It
provides a focus point or form of entertainment besides what may lurk in someone's
head. Otherwise, eating alone in The Cave
would feel like eating alone in some snazzy
restaurant: uncomfortable.
I do agree that weekend programming in
The Cave would be a nice added touch to our
choices of entertainment, but that is only if
you want to deal with sticky carpeting and
beer stains on your precious awnings and
new furniture.
Lastly, 1 would just like to ask where the
funding for this project is coming from, and
if instead of renovating The Cave, can we use
that money to buy a new TV?

Katherine Kimber's article dealing with
cave renovations mentioned that noise from
the television is "one of the most common
complaints about the Cave..." Being a student who eats in The Cave religiously, 1 have
never heard any such complaint by students
or faculty whom I have seen eat there. The
television provides added entertainment for
those people who eat either independently
or with friends. The vast majority of the
people who are in The Cave at night are
there for their nightly steak and cheese and
not to watch Hard Copy. By sectioning off
the TV area of The Cave, I believe many
more people would feel compelled to bring
their food back to their rooms, so as not to
missTheSimpsons,Fnends,orSdri/e!d. Although plans involve creating a moveable
wall between the television and main dining area, this still forces students to eat their
dinners at the small, uncomfortable tables
which make up that area. I am a big fan of
round tables for many reasons, and I know
that lam not alone in this principle. The
round table areas allow for people to sit with
more than 3 others and enjoy their dinner
while catching a glimpse of last night's
hockey scores in the process.
Kimber's article further stated that having the television area closed off would "provide an atmosphere more conducive to
student-faculty meetings and to conversation in general." In my experience as a Trinity student, not a single day goes by where I
do not see a meeting of this sorthappening
in The Cave. If such meetings are still occurring regularly, then obviously the
present condition of The Cave is quite conducive to such meetings. If distractions were
occurring regularly, then faculty and stu-.
dents would plan to meet elsewhere, such
as the library or offices, which were initially
intended for such meetings to begin with.
In converting the round table area of The
Cave into something more 'lounge-type', Ms.
Brown-Carthen of the Mather Campus Center suggests this area should have "carpeting, computer ports and soft seating," not to
mention "magazine and newspaper racks."
Does this sound like a description of the library to anybody else?
In response to the proposal to set up aw- Sincerely,
nings and "bistro-style" seating, I suggest Shrim Bathey '01
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War "With God On Our Side" Give Up On Tact
i BY JOSHUA SHERMAN

' Opinion Writer

The ongoing international
tension in the Persian Gulf hit
record levels this past week, as
the United States and its allies
prepared for military strikes on
Iraq. The Pentagon began its
_ military buildup in the Persian
Gulf in preparation for a possible military strike on Iraq, after the United Nations pulled
weapons inspectors from the
country. As I write this article,
US B-52s carrying cruise missiles are in the air circling the
Iraqi capital city of Baghdad,
and the threat of "war" looms
over our heads.
Under the terms of the 1991
cease-fire agreement ending the
Gulf War, Iraq is obligated to
destroy its chemical, biological,
and nuclear arms programs.
The United States fears that
nuclear proliferation has continued within Iraq, despite the
Iraqi government's insistence
that the country no longer has
any nuclear capabilities. Weapons inspectors were sent to oversee the disarmament, but Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein did
not allow the officials unconditional access into Iraqi military
facilities.
Although the United Nations
intends to protect the world
from possible nuclear destruction, the question remains if
military strikes against Iraq are
acceptable means to reach such

international safety. Military
strikes intended to destroy
nuclear facilities in Iraq will
probably result in the killing of
innocent men, women, and
children. War is a potent and
deadly means to solve conflict,
but I wonder if war can be justified under moral guidelines.
The Old Testament gives interesting analysis into the morality of war that deals from
both sides of the fence. Many
people are familiar with the
Judeo-Christian ethic that "thou
shall not kill", which is found in
the Ten Commandments given
by God to Moses. Exodus 21:12
states "Anyone who strikes a
man and kills him shall surely
be put to death." This powerful
statement shows God's absolute
authority on the issue of premeditated murder and really
questions our actions in war.
God intended for a world of
peace and justice, and the consequences for killing were
implemented to keep people on
the straight and narrow.
Several accounts into Old
Testament battles with the Israelites and their enemies give
another perspective into the
morality of war. Several stories
in the book of Joshua tell how
God "blessed" the Israelites in
their battles and "gave their enemies to them". Joshua 11:14
states "the Israelites carried off
for themselves all the plunder
and livestock of the cities, but
all people and livestock were
put to the sword until they com-

pletely destroyed them, not
sparing anyone that breathed."
This completely different picture of killing others shows that
God intended for His people, the
Israelites, to kill their enemies
with great force. I would contend that God supported the
killings on the grounds that the
enemies posed a large threat to
the Israelites and the Word of
God. Although these Biblical
accounts took place thousands
of years ago, I believe they give
great insight to how we should
deal with conflicts today.
God intended for a world of
peace where men and women
live without conflict, but the
reality is we live in a world of
madmen with nuclear capabilities that propose a great threat
to mankind. The use of force is
needed in many cases to keep
the peace and to right wrongs
done by others. I believe that
"war" is justified when the purpose is to protect mankind, and
not fueling longstanding nationalistic or ethnocentric desires.
If a United States led military
strike is done to protect the
masses of innocent people and
not domestic oil prices, I believe
that we have a legitimate claim
to use force against Iraq. It is an
atrocity that our world is filled
with so many selfish villains
that strive for genocide, anarchy, and violence, but it is our
responsibility to use military
force with great care as a means
to protect justice.

Separation Harms True Diversity.
BY ROCIO HERRERA

' - Opinion Writer

Originally I was going write
an article about how much I
hated the idea of Preview weekend. I couldn't see any. reason
for having an entire weekend
designed only to encourage the
applications of minority students. It's not that I don't think
Trinity needs to increase diversity, but as a Latina, I felt insulted that the only way Trinity
can encourage diversity is by
separating the campus. Now,
with the help of a few people, I
can see what some people consider benefits to Preview weekend. However, 1 still see many
more problems.
First of all, by having Preview
weekend advertised to the Trinity community as a weekend
that will prompt only "students
of color" to apply, it fosters the
idea that the only reason these
prospectives are being asked to
come to Trinity is their color.
They don't realize that these
prospectives have some of the
strongest GPAs and SAT scores
at their respective schools. Not
only that, but they probably
also participate in various extra
curricular activities, Consequently, the prospectives are
seen by some of the Trinity
community on even less equal
terms than "regular" applicants.
Their acceptance to the college
is joke and they are expected to
fail out.
Additionally, upon arriving
on campus these students are
placed with other minority students and are not shown the
larger part of the Trinity community. We all know that Trin-

ity has a much larger population of white students. Minorities must become accustomed
immediately to this reality. It is
inevitable that if they choose to
come to Trinity they will be
faced with racial, issues and
sometimes even blunt racism.
As prospectives, they should
exposed what Trinity really is.
What's the point of having diverse students that will leave
after their first year as the reality of the problems atTrinity set
in? We can't put on a show
where we pretend that everything is great. There are racial
problems at Trinity, but we are
also trying to resolve them.
Only by knowing this-can prospective students commit to
apply, "stick it out," and succeed
at Trinity.
Not only that, but by encouraging Preview students to spend
most of their time with other
minority students, Trinity is fostering an attitude of segregation. Trinity is already faced
with a situation in which mostLatino students hang out with
other Latinos and Black students hang out with other Black
students. Consequently, the
much larger white population
of Trinity doesn't get exposed to
the culture and diversity that
these students possess. If the
Preview prospectives are en-,
couraged to do the same ffom
the beginning, having a greater
population of Latino, Black, and
Asian students on campus will
not increase diversity. The
larger white community will
still not be exposed to the different ideas these "students of
color" possess by virtue of the
way they grew up and perhaps,
the different language they may

speak.
I also know that several Preview prospectives were insulted
because they felt they were
asked to come only because
they were students of color. It
made some of them wonder if
their intelligence or personality
played a role in being asked to
participate in Preview weekend.
Personally, although I did not
participatein Preview weekend,
I wondered many times, freshman year, if 1 was smart enough
to be at Trinity College or if I
was here only because the
school needed to fill a quota. As
the year went on, I realized that
I had a lot to offer the college'
and regardless of the original
reason for my acceptance, Trinity would befit from me as
much as 1 would from it.
I recognize that Preview
weekend is an attempt to increase diversity in this campus.
For that, I applaud the college.
However, there are various questions the College should address. Not all students can be
recruited in the same fashion.
That is, some students may benefit tremendously from Preview
weekend, but it will turn others
away and we need to have both
of these type of students. I
know that I would never have
accepted if I had attended such
a weekend.
The opinion of other "students of color" on campus
should be asked to see in what
other fashions the school could
try to increase diversity. Perhaps a weekend, more like VIP
days, could be presented in the
fall. This weekend could recruit
minorities more actively while
allowing all students to attend
this special event.

esting it would be if before leaving their rooms each day everyOpinion Writer
one thought of something to
sum up how they are feeling. A
I'mstanding there with some dozen words or so to update the
"body" talking in front of me. He campus. "I think 1 got diarrhea
is about my height and weight. from a bagel this morning," for
Maybe a fifty-fifty chance it's example. Or if a professor
the same gender. It might as well walked up to you and said: "Anbe an eggplant for all I care be- other chapter in The Complete
cause it just isn't going any- Idiocy Oj Students Amazes Me
where. I just want one of those Further was written this mornfalling anvils to fall on me or ing." Just some fact, something
them or something just to give that's bothering you or you're
me a chance to get out there. looking forward towards. You
This is the kind of thing that might find it surprising how
happens to me every day. I run easily we can relate to one aninto people all the time whom I other.
consider very intelligent and
Everyone seems afraid the
insightful. But for some reason person they just spoke to is gono one ever says anything to ing and telling their friends
anyone.
what a psycho you are. Who
This isn't even the good cares? We're all psychos. It felt
Seinfeld kind of nothing. It's the like my High School was comkind of nothing too boring to fortable with that. We went nuts
remember and too dull to care from 8 to 4 everyday. It was
about. I start talking to a typi- great and fun being around
cal Trinity student and I just people who talked about more
want to bite my arm off or go than studying, going home and
somewhere or do anything to getting drunk. One kid came to
get away. I get excited to go mail class wearing a sandwich board
a letter. All over campus there with the logo of a sports merare just flocks of people stum- chandising company for a shirt.
bling over new and exciting ( And I remember how much fun
ways of saying hello to each we had walking around in soakother. I cruise across the ing wet clothes, watching
grounds and see this surreal people contort and flip therm
landscape with hundreds of selves silly to not get wet* Total
people all saying: "Hi, how are chaos isn't a good learning enyou doing?" If one thing drives vironment of course, that I unme crazy it's the "Hi, how are derstand. But is that all this is?
you doing?"s. It reminds me of Four years of hoses in books,
those flocks of pigeons on the only looking up to tell some one
soccer field in the morning. Eat how much it sucks?
a bug. Cluck. Eat a bug. Cluck.
In a way it's a matter of exerBY DEVIN PHARR

Cluck. Eat a bug.
I think there are different reasons for it. For one thing people
are afraid and concerned about
the feelings of others. In most
cases what we say to other
people is more, clpsely tied to a
not-so-imaginary social standing that we're afraid to damage.
I don't think I've ever looked at
somebody and said "Man, does
that make them look fat," but if
I did, anyone who heard me
would probably react to it in a
negative manner.
One big reason people don't '
express what's on their minds
more openly is that they don't
care. With what is called such a
homogenous population, you
would think we would be a lot
closer as a campus. But most
people are afraid to just up and
speak to someone. Even about
something they might have
commonly witnessed or understood. Think of how many
people you can watch go up to a
class room to find out it's been
cancelled after watching them
pass classmateson thestaircase.
Other times you have to look for
instances like this just to communicate with the same people
you see everyday in class4 at
Mather and in the library.
A.lot of the dreariness of
character we hear about is a result of this very phenomenon.
Think of how much more inter-

cising personal freedoms. Being
able to talk, to interact with others. It's what makes life interesting. Finding out what other
people are discovering and
learning from with and
through them. This process
shouldn't require a lot of effort.
Challenging this, type of social
patterns is a continuing commitment. I just have to ask why
the hell can't we just all say
what's on our minds? Is it bad?
Are we so selfish that we don't
care at all? It's sad how knowledge and entertainment is being lost to closemouthedness
and tact.
Eventually we're going to
have to embarrass ourselves to
see what it's like. It's a lot like
when we were born, wet, hungry and naked. That's probably
not a lot different from the last
timeyouhooked up, which was
a gamble too 1 imagine. You
have to try things to see what's
out there. Harass the mind to
find out what the other guy is
thinking, prod a bit to get the
other perspective. Not a lot is
going to happen in your life unless you start opening your
mouth a bit more often. In the
worst case scenario you might
get punched in the face which
isn't much fun either. Then
again, it's your face, so despite
whatever improvements might
occur, I'll leave it up to you.

Wesleyan No
Longer The
"Independent

Tutorials: A Unique
Learning Experience
continued from page one
Tutorial College. Professor Richard Lee, Chair of the Curriculum Committee and author of
the Tutorial College proposal,
likened the student-faculty relationship to that of a varsity
athlete and his or her coach.
The goal of the Tutorial College will be to find out what the
students already know, and
build from there. The education
will be tailored to fit as closely
as possible the needs of the students and the goals and expectations of the faculty. The
actual distribution of student
time is not yet known, as the
program is still in the final
stages of planning. According
to Lee, students will participate
in a mixture of groups. Time
will be spent as a large group, in
the smaller sub-groupings according to primary instructor,
and also working one-on-one
with the professors. There will
also be an exchange of knowledge among students.
The Tutorial College is not
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designed to be an honors program in the traditional sense.
The criteria for entry do not
necessarily include GPA, but
rather motivation, maturity,
and an interest in working
closely with faculty and other
like-minded students. In addition, students must have a
strong interest in their own individual academic development.
Selection will occur in the
spring of 2000. Participating
faculty members will visit all
the freshmen seminars and explain the program and invite
interested students to apply.
Students will know of their acceptance by spring registration
for classes the following semester. In addition to taking instruction together, students in
the Tutorial Collegewill live together in the new dorm that
will be built on the south end
of campus. The dorm will have
residential space, seminar
rooms, computer labs, and faculty office space.

Freshman Beaten
A freshman student reported that he had been involved in
an altercation with a group of students at 94 Vernon Street on _
November 13. The freshman claimed that he had been punched
at around 11:30 PM.
^ft^feip^%4Sattt^'f(ftSn#tlii'i'efei\i)pT3fetclads'nien at the "party
whom they suspect may have been involved in or witnessed
the incident. The case has been turned over to the Dean of Students office for further investigation and possible disciplinary
action.

MIDDLETOWN, CT (AP) Wesleyan University is not a
member of the Ivy League—and
students there are proud of that
After repeated protests of a decision in January, to refer to
Wesleyan as "Independent Ivy"
in mailings to prospective students, the administration Saturday dropped the slogan.
"I thought it made the school
sound insecure," said Greg
Brodsky. The senior helped head
up "Poison Ivy," a student group
upset with Wesleyan's decision
to align itself with the Ivy
League likes of Yale and
Harvard."! th ink its poor for the
school to define itself according
to someone else's terms," he said.
"We have a lot going for the
school, and we don't need to be
compared to the Ivy League."
University President Douglas
Bennet decided to nix the new
motto after listening to The
Wesleyan Singers perform a
song written by their conductor
about the controversy. Bennet
told the group, which was not
officially tied to the anti-Ivy
campaign, that if they sang the
song following Saturday's
Wesleyan-Trinity football
game, he would retire the slogan. "I'm happy that students
have seen they can have a voice
and an impact," Brodsky said.
Still, Bennet said he was surprised by the uproar over the
marketing campaign, which
was set to run for two years.
"This was a tiny experiment
l ^ec^ruUvng) high school junirs to see how they would react," he said. "I'm surprised a t the
attention this has gotten, it
seems a little out of proportion."
But the students have made a

t

Duffy suffered a sprained
ankle, which was one of the
most serious injuries, she said.
She also said a professional set
designer built the platform and
the students tested it before the
show opened last week. "We
have done tons of shows on that
platform," Duffy said. "We all felt
totally secure and comfortable
on it."
The stage platform collapsed
onto the band pit, but most
Platform
band members were able to
avoid it About four band memCollapse
remained beneath the platInjures 12 Yale bers
form, audience members said.
Students
Immediately following the
collapse,
the producer and some
NEW HAVEN, CT (U-WIRE)
- On Friday night, a stage plat- other people ran onto the stage
form collapse injured 12 stu- to help while the rest of the audents during a performance of dience looked on.
"I was completely stunned,"
Two Gentlemen of Verona at the
name for themselves.
"We're pretty excited," said senior Colin Van Dyke, a Poison
Ivy member. "There are a lot of
other issues that we want to
bring up, but we feel this can be
a springboard."
Van Dyke said other student
concerns include class sizes, the
condition of classrooms and issues such as improving the ethnic studies program.

NEWS FEOM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Yale University Thea ter on York
Street
No one was seriously injured
when a platform stage fell on
the band about 30 minutes into
the first act.
"Everyone's kind of banged
up but nothing too serious. My
body feels like it's gone through
a car accident," said ensemble
member Aaron Kogan '00, who
was on the platform when it fell.
The 25-foot by 25-foot square
platform was elevated seven feet
above the stage, Yale Fire
Marshall Michael Johns said. At
the time of the collapse, the chorus was doing a dance number
on the platform while the band
was playing below.
. All of a suddenkthe platform
collapsed.
"I was standing there and
then I was on the ground," cast
member Kathleen Duffy '00
said.

spectator Gabriela Panayotti '01
said.
An examination of the
platform's nails suggests the
framing may have been insufficient, said Manager of Occupational Health and Safety Rob
Klein, but he added that his office has yet to reach a final decision.
Producer Alex Timbers declined to comment at the time,
stating that the department was
handling the affairs and looking
into causes. "Nothing like this
has happened [at the University
Theater] before," Associated Provost Lloyd Suttle said. He also
said the production complied
with all Yale University theater
safety regulations. <
Fire Marshall Johns said he
has not yet determined the
cause of the platform collapse
but added that he does not suspect vandalism or foul play.

Money Is Stolen
A student reported that $60 in cash, which was "hidden in
his room, was stolen on November 11. It is suspected that the
door to the room may have been ajar, allowing someone to enter, However, the victim reported to Campus Safety that the
thief would need to have known where the money, was hidden.
. - • • • .
Campus Safety has conducted a lpcknetics audit, which did
not reveal any thing suspicious. Only the victim, the roommate,
and a prospective student visiting at the time had the code.

A Building Doesn't Burn
. A fire alarm was pulled in Anadama at 11:00 PM on November 12. Campus Safety has identified two students who they
believe pulled the switch and turned over the case to the Dean
of Students office.
If determined that the suspects pulled the alarm, the students may face a fine from the Hartford Fire Department.

Vicious Crime Violates Car
A rear license plate was ripped off a red Ford Explorer parked
in the North Campus parking lot on November 14. Campus
Safety and the Hartford Police are investigating.
;

North Campus Is Trashed
During the early morning hours of November 15, Campus
Safety officers in North Campus discovered a large amount of
debris in the first floor hallway. The three students in a room
adjacent to the debris denied responsibility to Campus Safety
officers, although alcohol was found in their room.

And Someone Loses Her
Wallet.
A woman reported that she had left her wallet in the ladies
restroom next to the Vernon Social Center at 1:00 AM on November 15. She returned at 3:00 AM to find the wallet, but that
cash, credit cards, and her drivers license were missing. There
are no suspects at this time.
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Stratton/Okemo College Pass

Stratton College Weeks"

S ign up for a Stratton/Okemo College Pass
now and save J60. Just ' 2 9 9 * until Dec.1,1998.
Ski and ride both great Vermont mountains for
one great price. As a bonus, you'll also save
'10 off a single-day ticket price during certain
Holiday periods."

Show up at Stratton for National
Collegiate Snowboard Week, Jan. 3-7,
and Stratton College Week, Jan. 10-14,1999.
Lifts & Lodging Packages are just M 9 - 9 9 " * with
a Welcome Bash, snowboarding clinics, halfpipe
competition, parties, Boardercross and more.

Vermont's Mountain Resort"
'Valid through 12/1/98. Price thareafteris $359. College students must prove
lull-time status wilh documentation fan the registrar s office, College ID will
not be accepted alone as prool of full-lime status.
**Banus discount available 12/2^98-1/2/99 and 2/13-2/15/99 •

www.stratton.com
1-800-STRATTON
room, highest rate based upon double occupancy in a 1-bedroom condominium,
first night of lodging precedes first day of skiing or riding, h and service
charge not included! All rates and dates subject to change. Two-night minimum
stay rewired. 2- to 5-nighl/day packages available Sun.-lhuis. Some additional
charges may apply.
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Cohen : The Plight of Internally Displaced Persons
"Unlike refugees, IDPs have no guaranteed international protection," said
News Writer
Cohen. There is "no legal instrument,
like the refugees have, [for IDPs] to turn
In a continuation of the International to."
Human Rights Lecture Series, Roberta
Many IDPs cannot turn to their own
Cohen spoke to the Trinity community governments for protection, because in
about the plight of the world's Internally many cases, it is precisely these instituDisplaced Peoples. Cohen is currently a tions which have cast them out. In the
guest scholar at the Brookings Institute, Sudan, four million (the largest number
a member of the US Delegation to the UN of IDPs in the world) were forcibly disCommission on Human Rights, and Se- placed as an Arabized government tried
nior Advisor to the Representative of the to impose an Islamic state on the AfriUNSecretary-General on Internally Dis- cans. In this case, Cohen explained, the
placed Persons. She was formerly Deputy government "use[d] starvation as a
Assistant Secretary of State for Human weapon of war." Cohen also spoke of TurRights. Her experience has made her the key and Sri Lanka, where the governprincipal authority on the subject of In- ments are again at war with their own
ternally Displaced Persons (IDPs) which people. "By refusing to see them [IDPs] as
has gone largely unnoticed by the world legitimate members of society, governpopulation.
ments strengthen the separatist moveCohen began her presentation with a ments they fear...a government which
brief video to introduce the scale of the denies protection toward its own citizens
IDP problem. An Internally Displaced undermines its own legitimacy," said
Person is one who remains within his/ Cohen.
her native country, although forced to
Cohen further elucidated how the
flee from his/her home or community. movement of the IDPs affects not only
There are currently 25 to 30 million IDPs the villages they leave, but also those to
worldwide. It is a phenomenon that which they travel. The problem "disrupts
touches every inhabited continent, and lives, and whole communities." In the
over the past decade, the numbers have abandoned areas, "farmland is
been rising as "civil wars replace inter- neglected...structures are overturned,"
state wars," said Cohen.
and in the urban areas to where the IDPs
Living conditions for IDPs are below flee, "facilities are overloaded." Often the
poverty level, and are often life threaten- flow of IDPs can double or even triple an
ing. Starvation, violence, and urban population. This influx facilitates
homelessness are just three of the factors the "deterioration of urban infrastrucIDPs deal with on a daily basis. Children tures which are weak to begin with."
are largely uneducated because schools
Cohen suggested that the IDP situaare turned into make-shift shelters. The tion is "Not only a human rights
basic human rights of IDPs are continu- tragedy...but a political, economic and
ously compromised.
strategic" problem. She also remarked
:
According to international policy, that there are "serious gaps" in the orgathese IDPs are not refugees because they nization of relief efforts. These gaps deal
have not crossed any borders; they re- with existing institutions and methods
main within their countries of origin. of implementation, "There is no one orAlthough the number of IDPs in the ganization with a global mandate to proworld is twice the number of refugees, tect IDPs," and as a result, different
BY KRISTEN BURNS

,\

Clinton
Accepts Iraqi
Cooperation
Pledge
WASHINGTON (CNN) - Defusing the threat of imminent
military intervention in the Persian Gulf, U.S. President Bill
Clinton said Sunday that Washington has accepted Iraq's agreement
to
allow
the
unconditional' return of U.N.
weapons inspectors to Baghdad.
But he. warned Iraq that the.
United States remained "ready
to act" should there be any fur-:
ther defiance over weapons inspections.
,
•
Clinton's comments came
'• less than 24ihohrs after Iraq
•' sent several letters; to the United"
Nations, stating that it was now
ready to resume cooperation
with international disarmament experts and allow the resumption of U.N. weapons
inspections.
, "The only path forward is
complete compliance with its
obligations to the world,"
Clinton said. "Until we see complete compliance, we will remain vigilant, we will keep up,
the pressure, we will be ready to
act."
In Baghdad, Iraq declared itself Sunday as the victor in the
dispute. Vice President Taha
• Yassin Ramadan told state-run
television that Iraq had been
able "to prove to the whole world
that our views are correct" and
, that the Americans were misguided. "This is the foundation
and the basis of our victory."
Baghdad's about-face came
amid reports that Clinton had

already authorized a military
strike to punish Iraq for its October 31 ban on all U.N. inspections.
"Let me be clear," Clinton said.
"Iraq has backed down, but that
is not enough. Now Iraq must
live up to its obligations,"
Among those obligations,
Clinton said, Iraq must: Resolve
all outstanding issues raised by

the U.N. Special Commission
(UNSCOM) and the International Atomic Energy Agency.
Agree to unfettered access for
the teams to inspect and monitor all sites they choose. Turn
over to the United Nations all
relevant disarmament documents. Accept all U.N. resolutions related to weapons of
mass destruction. Not interfere
with U.N. inspectors in any way.
UNSCOM inspection teams
were sent back to Iraq and will
begin work on Tuesday, according to Chairman Richard Butler.
The teams were withdrawn to
Bahrain during the latest crisis.

Netanyahu
Suspends
Israeli
Withdrawal
JERUSALEM (CNN) - Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu on Monday said he
was suspending a further troop

organizations extend aid on an "ad hoc"
basis, picking and choosing the situations in which they want to become involved. Though Cohen doubts that
resources would allow the creation of an
organization to deal solely with the IDP
problem, she suggested that a more viable option would be "strengthening coordination among separate [existing]
organizations."
Implementation of policy has also
been a problem, Cohen said. Many organizations already in contact with IDPs
do not have protection mandates, and
only deliver food and medicine. Cohen
believes this type of action leads to the
use of phrases like "the 'well-fed dead' to
describe the victims," who are being
beaten, raped and killed. Though the
food supplied by these organizations is
helpful, it does not protect the IDPs from
these threats.
Cohen believes that
there should be more cooperation between humanitarian groups and human
rights groups, and perhaps even that "UN
oversight is needed" to ensure the protection of IDPs. In 1992, the position of Representative of the UN Secretary-General
on Internally Displaced Persons was created, however, the individual with the
title works on a voluntary, part-time ba-

sis. Cohen suggested that this position be
made full time, and that a larger amount
of available resources should be allocated to programs dealing with the protection of IDP's.
On a more local level, Cohen suggested
that this country needs to find the political will to galvanize efforts for IDP
protection. "Where do we find the political will?" she asked. "It can be found in
the towns and cities across this country,
and on college campuses." Education
about the issues surrounding IDP's
should be well received in these "ground-'
swells of opinion," where open discussions about the limits of sovereignty and
the definition of national interests would
bring attention to this world wide problem.
Following Cohen's presentation was
Professor Michael Niemann, who spoke
of his visit to Mozambique, where internal conflict had produced large numbers
of IDPs. Using what Niemann called a
"credible formula" of a closely monitored
cease fire and outside support, the country was able to begin resettling IDPs, and
protecting those not resettled. The
Mozambique example shows that the
cooperation of military and humanitarian efforts can bring about success.

Roberta Cohen (second from the right) discusses the plight of
Internally Displaced Persons.

withdrawal from the West
Bank because of Yasser Arafat's
threat to declare Palestinian independence. Netanyahu said
the pullback was on hold until
Arafat, who is the Palestinian
Authority president, rescinded
his threat to unilaterally declare
a Palestinian state next May. .
Arafat had threatened to declare independence should the
Palestinians find that the limited autonomy accords were not
being implemented as originally envisaged in the Oslo
peace accords Netanyahu also
said he wanted Arafat to retract
threats of renewed violence. %
Arafat said in a speech and
radio address on Sunday that
Palestinians could rekindle; .their uprising, or intifada, if Israel strayed from the path of
peace. He also said they might
resort to the use of arms to defend their rights in Jerusalem.
Arafat said that "our rifles are,
ready to defend our rights to.
pray in Jerusalem," which Palestinians want to see as the
capital of a Palestinian state.
Netanyahu has categorically
ruled out that his government
would agree to Jerusalem becoming the capital for Palestinians. "I do not intend to
implement any withdrawal, not
even the first phase of withdrawal under these circumstances, under this threat of
violence, a~hd until these things
are corrected in public," said
Netanyahu. "We must both
carry out the agreement. Its success depends on us both. Let us
both honor the agreement."
However, Arafat said that his
remarks were misinterpreted.
And Nasser Al-Kidwa, Palestin-

ian observer to the United Nations, described Israel's decision
as "another unfortunate position" taken by Netanyahu. AlKidwa accused Netanyahu of
making the decision with the
aim of escaping his obligations
under the (land-for-security)
agreement."
Netanyahu's statement came
as the Israeli parliament began
a debate on ratifying the landfor-security interim accord
signed by Netanyahu and
Arafat in the United States in
October. Under that accord —
knowtras the Wye River agree' ment -i- -Israel'was'to withdraw
it's troops and hand over another 13 percent of West Bank
land in return for Palestinian
pledges to take firm and convincing action against anti-Is-.
raeli terrorism.

$206 Billion
Tobacco
Settlement
Struck
NEW YORK (AP) - Big Tobacco would pay $206 billion to
settle remaining state claims
over the costs of treating sick
smokers under an agreement
reached today with negotiators
for eight states, the Washington
state attorney general said. The
settlement proposal, which
would salvage' parts of a
broader tobacco agreement that
died in Congress earlier this
year, would also place new limits on how tobacco makers market their products.
' Negotiators for the nation's
four biggest tobacco companies
and eight state attorneys gen-

KATIE BRYANT

eral offices completed a review
of'the agreement this afternoon.
They shipped copies of the
documents to state attorneys
general across the country for
review. If enough states embrace the plan, it would be the
biggest U.S. civil settlement
ever.
The industry payments,
which would be made through
2025, would reimburse the
states for expenses under the
Medicaid program for treating
smoking-related illnesses and
help finance programs and ref
search to discourage smoking,
especially by yoUng-peoplfi hit
exchange, the settlement would
lift a huge legal and financial
threat hanging over tobacco
makers.
Although the settlement
would not require it,1 it-is expected that- tobacco prices will
be increased to pay for the deal.
State officials have until Friday to agree to the deal or take
their chances against the industry in court. Some antismoking
activists say more time should
be given to evaluate the plan.
The tobacco companies
agreeing to the deal are Philip
Morris Cos., RJ. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corp. and Lorillard Inc.
i.The negotiating states were
California, New York, North
Carolina, Colorado, Oklahoma,
North Dakota, Pennsylvania
and Washington.
Gregoire spokesman Fred
Olson said the payments would
range from $23.9 billion for
New York and California to
$466 million for Wyoming.
Smaller amounts would also go
to several U.S. territories.
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Talks
Continue On
Shoving The
Patriots To
Hartford

No. 1 goal is to keep the team
and keep the team in New England," James said. "To be honest, there is nothing that is ruled
out" regarding where the team
might play in New England.

HARTFORD, CT (The Hartford Cou rant)—For the second
time in four days, New England
Patriots owner Robert Kraft and
Gov. John G. Rowland met to
discuss the team's possible move
to the proposed Adriaen's Landing site in Hartford.
The meeting lasted for nearly
five hours, following Friday's

Hartford!
Elementary
Schools
Chosen For
Accreditation .
Process
HARTFORD, CT (The Hart-

Hartford News
two-hour meeting that also
lasted longer than expected.
The combination of the frequency and the length of the
sessions has led to increased
speculation among Hartford
officials that the two sides could
be getting closer to an agreement.
It was one of two upbeat developments related to the billion-dollar Adriaen's Landing
proposal. Also on Monday, US.
Senators Christopher J. Dodd
and Joseph I. Lieberman announced that $7 million in federal funds has been awarded to
the riverfront project.
Rowland's spokesman, Dean
Pagani, said that only a small
group of Rowland's and Kraft's
closest advisers know the details of the football stadium
talks, and they have deliberately avoided the press.
Patriots spokesman Stacey
* S d ^ t t a f c ; "Hts ft&a'ft]

ford
Courant)—Hartford's
Hooker and Kennelly elementary schools have volunteered
for a mission that could either
lift or reinforce the troubled
image of the city's public
schools.
They are among the first six
elementary schools that will
seek accreditation from the
New England Association of
Schools & Colleges - a risky process required for all of Hartford's
27 elementary and three middle
schools under the 1997 state
takeover law.
Hartford will be the first urban district in Connecticut, to
seek accreditation for all of its
schools - an undertaking expected to take at least three
years. •

•

•

To secure accreditation, a
school must meet certain standards in areas such as curriculum, parent involvement and
b\dlfe
'ditions: " '
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Educational Studies Renewed
j BY SARAH JOYCE

* News Writer

Last Friday, November 6, the
committee met and unanimously voted for a continuation
of the Educational Studies Program.
In 1994, the Educational Programs Committee (EPC) set up
a five-year evaluation to determine the fate of Educational
Studies and many other experimental programs at Trinity. At
that time, a committee was established to gather data on the
Educational Studies program
since the date was determined.
The committee consists of
two members of the EPC, two
members of the Curriculum
Committee and the Dean of
Curriculum.
Monte Piliawsky, director of
the Educational Studies Program, has had three years to
present his case for thecontinuation of Educational Studies at
Trinity and perhaps the expansion of the department in the
near future. Since the beginning
of his term as Director of the
program, enrollment in Educational Studies courses has risen
dramatically from 142 in the
1994-95 school year to 520 for
the 1997-98 school year. "
the re-evaluation of the program consisted of three criteria:
administrative structure, curriculum and enrollment, and
visibility on campus and in
Hartford. In this regard, Several
lectures have been offered by
|he'Educationa\ Studies depatt-'

ment and have been open to the
public in Hartford. "These leo
tures we've sponsored have
transcended the classroom and
the narrow focus of a contained
campus and gone into the community to offer educational
value to Hartford as well," said
Piliawsky.
Also, last year, two courses
• were offered including over 250
students, which required the
students to tutor public school
children in Hartford. Not only
did this broaden the horizons of
the Trinity students and help
them to learn about education,
they and consequently the department became visible and
helpful to the Hartford community.
The committee spent years
researching these three criteria
prior to the final evaluation.
However, this does not necessarily mean that the Educational
Studies Program is out of the
woods yet. The committee is
only a sub-committee arid the
proposal must past through the
full EPC committee in order to
be put in to effect. "Chances are,
the EPC committee will vote the
same way. It is very likely Edu' cational Studies will be Changing for the better at Trinity very
soon," says Piliawsky.
If the outlook for Educational
Studies looks good, \vhat about
the other experimental pro-"
grams such 'as Women's Studies? "Very likely, Educational
Studies is a model for what is
happening with the other programs as well. Women's Studies'is smart, they are cross-listed

in almost all of their courses.
This does a great job of making
their enrollment very high,"
noted Piliawsky.
What does all of this mean for
the Educational Studies Program and the other experimental programs at Trinity? Since
Piliawsky is leaving at the end
of this semester, it means a national search for a new full time
director starting in fall of 1999.
In the interim, Professor Dina
Anselmi will be acting as director. It also means changes to the
program itself. Since the enrollment levels have been so high,
courses will have to be capped.
"I hate capping courses so that
some people can't be part of a
specific class, but teaching 180
students at a time isn't what
Trinity is all about. A smaller
learning environment is necessary to offer the students what
they came here for."
However, new courses will
also be added to the list of Educational Studies courses. These
new courses and several other
courses will also be cross-listed
from other disciplines to continue increasing enrollment
and to attract people from other
majors.
,;
' ;;
With all of these changes to
the Experimental Programs at
Trinity and especially the Edu-;
catiorial Studies Program, the
Trinity community can expect
to see many new courses added"
to the course list next fall, a few
new and exciting professors and
lots more options when it
comes time for students to
choose a major. '
'•

CHEESE PIZZA

14" medium $7.50
16" large $9.50
additional loppings $.50 on med
$1.00 on large
anchovies , bacon
broccoli
eggplant
garlic
hamburger
meatball
mushrooms
olives
onions
pepperoni
peppers
ricotta
spinach
sausaqe
tomatoes

Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausage
GRINDERS

_
Cooked Salami
Eggplant
Genoa

CITY NZZA SPECIALTIES

PRIMAVERA
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN FESTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $13,90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce

WHITE ME

Med $7.50

Large $9,50

Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oi!
WHtTE CLAM
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME
Med $11.50
Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN
Med $9,50
Large $12,50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce

MEAT DEEP DISH

$17.95

Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH
$15.95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley

N.Y. STYLE PIZZA!!
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS • 1 i :00am - 2:00am
***FREE DELIVERY***
With $7.00 minimum purchase

We deliver cigarettes
The Best Pizza For The Best Price
City Pizza Special for
Trinity College
(no coupon needed, just mention special)

$15.00
Additional loppings $2.00 ea.
**4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!

$4.95
$5.95
$6.95

8" Half
$3.75
$3,75
$3.75
Ham
$3.75
Meatballs
$3.75
Roast Beef
$3.75
Sausage
$3.75
Tuna
$3.75
Turkey
$3.75
Veggie/cheese
$3.75
Chicken Cutlet
$4.25
Steak/Cheese
$4.25
Seafood
$4.25
Combo (2 kinds of mea t) $4.50

16" Whole
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
•
$7.50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$9.00

DINNERS

Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta
Baked ziti
Meat Ravioli
Cheese Ravioli
Veggie Ravioli
all dinners include salac I and roll w/butter

$7.95
$7.95
$7,95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95

SALADS
CHEF SALAD
$5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO
$5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
TUNA SALAD
$4.95

• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
GREEK SALAD
$4,95
soda only $12.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
olives and cherry peppers
, .
$1.95
cans of soda with any medium pizza order TOSSED SALAD
GARLIC
BREAD
Small
$1.50
Large
$3.00
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
Italian,
Creamy
Italian,
Fresh,
Blue
Cheese
and Ranch
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
Pepsi Cofiee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
chips & 1 can of soda FREE
Wninrers'iuriitimNirtfXVtmmiti MflramiflhYiffltrawmiWntmtnniminrjTi,, in tin iwroirwmttnwiii; m 1 mmrnimimi ,„
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New Committee Evaluates The
Role Of Athletics In Admissions
contin uedfrom page one
tween academic and extracurricular activities within the Department; establishing clear guidelines for personnel
management and reporting; defining
standards of behavior for participants in
intercollegiate and intramural sports,
and specifying enforcement mechanisms and responsibility; and, understanding the role of athletic recruitment
in admissions."
Small elaborated on some of the specific aspects of the issues cited in the
memo that the committee is examining:
"Among the issues that have been laid

and musicians, actresses and actors, to
come to this campus to help expand our
world on campus here. 1 think it [athletics] fits in as part of the extracurricular
realm. Certainly the academic realm is
paramount, and this is an institution
that is committed to excellence in academics and always will be," he added.
Director of Admissions Larry Dow
explained that Trinity's admission's approach concerning athletics is similar to
other NESCAC colleges in that certain
standards are upheld. He said that we
work in cooperation with other schools
but stressed that our policy is not dic-

until something happens and I think
that some of the disciplinary issues having to do with student athletes recently
and what the relationship is between
athletics and the Dean of Faculty and
the Dean of Students and who does what
in terms of dealing with those problems
was an uncertainty for all those involved."
The idea that the current review of the
role of Athletics is part of the general reevaluation of several aspects of Trinity
was echoed by Cino. He commented, "I
think that if you look at the last couple
of years on this campus which 1 think is
a healthy process that is going on of
"Among the issues that have been laid out are the whole evaluation and reevaluation of various
on campus... in the end that benissue of adjunct versus full time coaches;...how important areas
efits students and benefits the institushould it [athletics] be from all considerations budget, tion because you are overhauling things
are already good offices but you're
admissions and others; the issue of academic credit for that
improving their quality perhaps making
RE. courses;...shou1d athletics report to the dean of Facultythem more efficient, perhaps making
them more student friendly and I think
or to the president." ~ Christopher Small
that is part of what is going on in the athletic
department"
out are the issue of adjunct versus fuij.- . tated to Trinity by other institutions,
time coaches; the mission of athletics, Cino echoed Dow's comments, "I think
Small said the purpose of this commithow important should it be from all con- that this college has supported athletics tee is to, "Bring greater definition to what
siderations, budget,admissions and oth- .well over the years... we are trying to the athletic program means to Trinity
ers; the issue of academic credit for P.E. maintain a certain standard of excel- and define that along a variety of lines
courses; the reporting issue,.should ath- lence in anything that we dp at the col- including admissions considerations,
letics report to the Dean of Faculty or to lege these days 1 don't think that anyone budgetary considerations, student life
the President. It has reported to both in will tolerate less than that in general."
considerations, but 1 don't think there are
the history of Trinity." .
Small went on to elaborate that a fo- any preconcei ved notions going in, other
Assistant Director of Admissions, cus on these issues is not "new," but that than, we can safely say, that Trinity will
Ronald Cino commented on the position this is part of a regular reevaluadon of continue to support the concept of diviof athletics in the admissions process at departments at Trinity. He said, "the. sion NCAA, Division HI athletics, that
Trinity. "This is a very active place, a President has been interested in exam- kind of competition, embracing the
place where students always have three ining these issues since the time he came, whole concept of the student athlete. I
or four things on their plate... in that . ..He has been interested in a continued think we will continue to embrace the
sense athletics does fall under the realm, reviewof the issues connected to athlet- view, I would guess although this may be
of a special talent in the extracurricular ics as 1 have described them. 1 think as is more speculation on my part, that athrealm," said Cino. We,are,equally con- so often the case this is one of those is- letics has always been an important part
cerned with finjj|^.w^,ei(]jl,artists. sues, that can slip through the cracks ,. of thetcp,Jj£g5tgn^(^jjlltcontirLue to be,"

• BOY GEORGE wentae you t o
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The 80's Party
Presented by T.GA.C '
Friday, November 20th
10 p.m. to 2 &.m.
Vernon Center.

Vour vehicle is endangered of
being impounded i f you do not
visit f Hi POLICE and pay
$3 from 10 to 11
$5 after 11
Alt Ben LD. Req.
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Health Center
Reorganization

Continues
continued from page one
for serious things at night," she said.
However, the consultants' report is not
available to the public, and there was no
formal input from students before this
decision was reached.
To provide input from the Trinity
community-at-large, a committee was
recently established to look at the state
of health services on campus.and future
decisions about changes in the health
center will be made in consultation with
this committee.
Professor Sarah Raskin chairs the committee (currently unnamed) which consists of Professors Dr. Miller Brown,
Robin Sheppard, and James Trostle;
Head Trainer Joseph Fountain; Health
Center RN, Veronica Mantel '95; independent nurse midwife Polly Moran,
Katherine Duff '00 of SGA, Scott
Raymond '00 of TCERT, and Jonathan
White "00 of the Student Health AdVisory Committee.
The committee will be holding open
meetings to solicit student opinions on
health care at Trinity, and will make recommendations to Herzberger over the
course of the year. A date for the open
meeting has not been set.
A possible early topic for the committee is opening the Health Center on
weekends, a service that has not been
provided at Trinity for several years due
to lack of interest. "What I'd like to move
towards is to have extended hours; on
evenings and open it up on the weekends," said Herzberger.
How much sw*ay this committee will
have, however, remains to be seen. The
final decision rests with Herzberger, who
must weigh financial considerations
against any proposal of the committee
or, outside consultants.
,

Why are issues of diversity and
multiculturalism important to
all students at Trinity?
What is the Multicultural
Affairs Council's agenda?
How can we best affect change
on this campus?
THI NtutJlGUtTUItAl, AFFAIRS COUNCIL
INVITES THE TRINITY COMMUNITY TO
ATTEND THE FIRST GENERAL BODY
MEETING; ON THUft$HAYf NOVEMBER I f
AT f i 3 0 P«M. IN l¥le€0OH
AUDITORIUM

Please join MAC in incorporating the interests of all campus groups so that this institution can become a more accepting place
for people of all races, religions, sexes, and
ethnicities, for people from various parts of
the world, and with various economic
backgrounds
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Says You Cant
Time?
Study
BY JULIANNA
BOGDANSK!
Features Editor

Do you find yourself falling
asleep in the library, plodding
your way through a long reading assignment? Do you think
to yourself: Hey, I sure could go
for a cup of coffee right now?
And then, when you finally decide to get off your chair and
venture over to the Cave for a
cup of Joe, you are made to
dump it out as soon as you walk
again through the inner gates of
the library?
There is a solution. If you or
your study partner has a car or
motorcycle, you can be appeased. Yes folks, studying with
a cup of coffee is possible. You
might not be able to "flex" it
unless you opt to study in the
Cave, but it is well worth it—you
will actually be able to stay
awake while you do your homework:
Let's not, however, skip over
our on campus options just yet.
The Cave and the Bistro offer
coffee that you can flex or otherwise purchase for PRICES, respectively. They have flavors
which vary from day-to-day;
and don't forget the ever present
"flavored coffee machine,"

you can sit and read or talk with
friends, with or without coffee.
Bands also play here some
nights, so keep an eye out for the
notices so that you don't find
yourself trying to read amidst
the wail of a guitar.
Getting away from Trinity is
a wonderful alternative. I have
become accustomed this semester to "studying abroad" in cof-

only a few tables and two lovethe ones I prefer.
Let me begin with shops seats in the back, so if it looks
downtown. Zuzu's is a fun even remotely crowded it might
place. Located on Trumbull not be possible to study—it gets
Street across from the Civic loud with only a few people
Center, the best time to study talking because of the small inhere is during the early after- terior. They do, however, have
noon. It is less crowded and less excellent coffee and huge
noisy. If it is a nice day, you can biscotti.. Love it.
take your beverage outside and
Right around the corner on
study at a table. Inside, if you are La Salle Road is Starbuck's Cof-'

JUUBOGDANSM
A t e b W one's ow*Border%Cafe
fee shops Not that I haven't' lucky enough, you can snag a
done it before, I realize this is couch. The lighting is a little
nothing new. In fact, I can: dim, but intimate. There are no
proudly say that my first coffee- magazine racks to dist- .*r.t you,
linked study habitat was a like at Bordefs, which t will talk
small cof feeshop in Northwest- about momentarily. Steer clear
ern Pennsylvania. I would ride at night if you really and truly
there on my ten-speed with my intend to get work done, unless
friend after school in tenth your idea of work consists of
getting hit on by new-age
grade. But I digress.Of the coffeeshops that make thirty-somethings with a "pasgood study locations in Hart- sion" for young college students.
ford, I have found only a few. But Remember, I said getting "work"
1 will give a few other examples, done, not "working it." Oh, and
since you may enjoy a different beware the sign on the front
coffee-study environment than door: "Must be 21 to enter."
Sidenote: We weren't
carded for our chai
and cappucino's.
Also downtown is
Pumpkin's.
shopped for Top namen.
Pumpkin's, located

1a." Ti ylra happen to study between breakfast
and lunch, or between lunch
and dinner, the Cave and the
Bistro offer a nice atmosphere of
quiet conversation and coffee
access to fulfill your studying
needs.
One drawback is that on select evenings, the Cave can become a substitute for a rowdy
football stadium, while the Bistro becomes the on-campus pub
and local band venue of choice.
Another on-campus option is
the Underground Coffeehouse,
a more intimate setting where

TopTenVoys
1O. You've price

You're In College

?. Your qlass set includes the Taco Bell Extra Value
Meal travel cups.
6. Your Underwear supply dictates the time between
laundry loads. "' '•?£ . • . ;

, ..-:;,'..••'••/;<• \ -...

for study breaks; the list goes on
and on. There are all sorts of
people; Barnes and Noble is
dead compared to Border's. The
funny thing is that for as many
more people as there are here
than at the other establishments, the majority of them are
looking for the same thing as
you: a place where they can enjoy some Java or tea; iced or hot;

B-n-N Caf e: $teef Chairs and Cold States.

fee. After living in Seattle for
the summer, 1 can honestly say
that I will be okay if I never have
another cup of Starbuck's. But I
will give it due presence.
Starbuck's has a larger sitting
room than Peter B's and, I admit,
good coffee. In the evenings it is
a nice place to do work. I've
never been in the afternoon, but
I imagine it to be equally conducive to drinking your favorite
blend and reading.
Getting further away from
Trinity, which we all need to do
once in awhile, let us now look
at the Barnes and Noble Cafe on
SoUth East Road (New Briatin
Avenue) past the West Farms
mall. Barnes and Noble serves
Starbuck's coffee, so if you are
looking for Starbuck's coffee and

JUU BOGDANSKJ

short, tall or grande, and warm
up to some reading. I recommend you go earlier in the day,
especially if you want to get a
good portion of work done in
one sitting. And if you want to
try to snag the couch. They
close at 11:00 pm.
Last, but not least, is Gloria
Jean's Coffee Bean in the West'
Farms mall, along the corridor
to Nordstrom's. Although there
is hardly any seating here and
you will be attracted to shop
more than study, Gloria Jean's
serves up a mighty good frozen
coffee in a multitude of flavors.
If you're looking for coffee without the study commitment, this
is another option for you.
I have been trying to experience more low-key, non-big-es-

Steer clear at night if you really and truly intend to get
work done, unless your idea of work consists of getting hit
on by new age thirty-somethings with a "passion" for young
college students. Remember, I said getting "work" done, not
"working it"

7. The first thing you'do ijrt themprnlnq.is coll over and around the corner a new study place that is in a tablishment coffee-friendly
from Zuzu's at 54 more literary setting, this may study spaces. But the truth is,
introduce yourself;;;;':•':>'.?.. //<;',:; "•/-' V '; •
Pratt, is more of an in- be the place for you. The lights pretty much everywhere you go
6. You qet rnoreienridii'than mall; ,\ V; :'," - ,, '
5. Your rtildnlqht sriach is microwave popcorn.
1. You eat in the cafeteria, because it's "free".
0. You've written a ehech for under a dollar.
2. You haven't done laundryin so long that you wear
your swimsuit t o class: • ' : '••,'-", •
1. Your social life consists of a date with the library.

timate restaurant and are brighter, the chairs are metal
coffee house, though and you've got the same
there are couches in "Starbuck's Jazz" CD playing in
the front room. It the background. It tends to get
seems to cater to a a little bit crowded in the eveslightly older audi- nings, but if you don't mind idle
ence, and though you chatter (or, again, metal chairs),
might be able to get this gives a good mix of coffee,
work done, you may scenery and reading space.
have to order more Closing time is 9 pm.
than a coffee. I didn't
Across* the street is Border's
stay too long there. I'll Books and Music. This cafe is
be honest, it was cute my personal favorite. Going
but a bit stuffy.
here, you may run into others
Moving to West from Trinity who enjoy the adHartford, Peter B's at mittedly louder atmosphere,
984 Farmington is a , large sitting area, good coffee,
nice joint. There are literary setting, magazine racks

will be full of people who want
their coffee and a table at which
to sit. Nowhere, no matter how
small, will be kept your "little
secret study place" for long.
If you are looking for a caffeine-friendly atmosphere
where you can lounge, read and
feel free to talk to your study
partner or friend without receiving dirty looks, try any of
these locales. Try them more
than once, try them out to find
a favorite. Anyplace that serves
the purpose of drinking something to keep me awake and
reading is the perfect place for
time away from the library.

NOVEMBER
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NoTheMore
Eudora
Euphoria
Effects Of Forwards On A Favorite Pastime
Forwarded mail. Once a wonderful
and quick way of keeping in touch with
friends. Now, a cruel joke to play on an
unsuspecting friend.
You cannot simply read a forwarded
piece of mail and delete it as if it were a
QP. If you did that, you would be plagued
with bad luck. You may never get married, or you will not be helping a sad,
little cancer-stricken girl fulfill her last
wish before she dies a tragic death. Do
you want that on your conscience? Is it

BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI

Features Editor
There's a wonderful sound that I had
never heard before coming to Trinity.
Before this year, I didn't hear it very often. Sometimes, I didn't hear it at all. But
when I did— my, what a wonderful
sound it was.
I can't spell out the sound, since it's
forming factors are volume and tone. If I

What's worse: 10 QPs telling you about the latest
on-campus lectures or 10 forwards that you have to
send to ten other people or face dire consequences?
did, it would be something like, "Buhbuhhhh-bum." But it's best known as the
"Eudora New Mail" alert.
When you heard this sound just a
couple of years ago, you would smile a
bit larger and anxiously search the
names that would run across the little
processing box on your computer screen.
You'd see names of your friends, maybe
a message from your father or mother, or
even a nice; little forwarded set of jokes.
But the game has long since ended.
As a community, we receive close to
two dozen Quick Posts ("QPs") a day.
That nice, wonderful noise merely serves
as a warning sound that you're going to
be deleting messages for the rest of your
afternoon. And by the time all of those
are deleted, you've got at least a couple
more that came through while you were
busy with the others. The QP situation
has gotten so far out of control, that you
are not alone if you simply select all QPs
and delete them before reading them.
When you receive mail that is not a QF?
it's a wonderful day. But even that mail
has taken a nasty turn. What's worse: 10
QPs telling you about the latest on-campus lectures or 10 forwards that you have
to send to ten other people or face dire
consequences?

better to delete all forwards without
reading the content to plead ignorance?
Or will you be dealt with the same punishment?
One day not long ago, I received two
dozen forwards of the same message. It
was from a man who had a little sister
who was dying of leukemia. She was
half Korean, half Caucasian and needed
a bone marrow transplant in order to
leave. The man pleaded for the help of
any other half Korean, half Caucasian to
simply donate some bone marrow in order to help his little sister survive. As
luck would have it, I happen to be of th at
very same ethnicity which inspired everyone and their mother to send along
that forward.
I honestly had to think it over. Guilt
plagued me. If I didn't help, would she
die? Would it be my fault? I ended up
deleting all of the forwards in order to
rid myself of all. evidence of my selfishness in not helping in this cause. All of
thi'sriwas"fr6m a "forward* that probably
was a prank to get all half Korean, half
Caucasian people in this World. That's
what makes me feel better to think.
Even Dave Matthews has joined the
bandwagon. He sent along a forward
asking for every recipient to forward it

to five other people to help fulfill the
wish of a girl dying of cancer, the effects
of secondhand smoke. Was it really Dave
Matthews? Probably not. But then again,
he's done everything else. Why not
tackle the world of forwards, too?
Most every forwarded message requires you to forward the message on to
at least one other person. If you're lucky,
it's only one. Usually there's a little table
that tells you what will-happen depending on how many people you send the
message to. If you send it to five people,
that crush will smile at you. If you send
it to ten people, maybe that crush will
ask you out on a date. If you send it to
twenty people, maybe you two will be
going steady. And if you send it to fifty
people, you're as good as married.
Then there's the monetary forwards. I
got the Bill Gates one a few times, and
knew better than to send it on again. (If
he sees your name on the list more than
once, the whole deal's off— maybe that's
why I haven't received my free Windows
98 or my week-long vacation to Disney
World.) The forwards tellus how rewarding it will be for us, financially, if we just
send it along. Money in our pocket, or at
least it will be once the email gets around
the world. There's some Financial Godfather who controls the emails. This guy
will read your name on the list of recipients (one out of several thousand) and

ward it along to anyone else who you'd
think would do the same. Then the list
gets forwarded to some government official, and you helped change the world.
This type of forward hasn't really caught
on quite yet, so in a couple of years you
can count on "signing" petitions on a
somewhat daily basis. You can't delete
these before reading them, because we
have a responsibility to take part in our
country's political actions. Right? You'll
be reading petitions from legalizing
drugs to legalizing everything.
The "Eudora New Mail" alert used to
symbolize wonderful, happy things.
Messages from people who love you
enough to take the time to write you a
nice, little note. Messages from mom and
dad to remind you to get sleep and not to
drink. The forwards used to be nonthreatening and quick jokes or nice poems, maybe a story or two. That's the
way things used to be.
Now the sound signifies QPs from every person in the school that has access
to such a distribution list Or forwards
that will make you feel guilty, or make
you angry at the person who sent it to
you.
Most of the funny forwards are a good
time, until you have to send it along to
five friends or you will never see the light
of day again. But the catch is that you
can't delete any of them because they're

There's some Financial Godfather who controls the
emails. This guy will read your name on the list of
recipients (one out of several thousand) and send you
real, live cash. Has it happened to you yet?
send you real, live cash. Has it happened
to you yet? Why^ not send along the forward? It can't hiif 1 you; and maybe you'll
get money one of these days. But I
wouldn't make it your sole source of hv
come.
There are political forwards. These are
usually in the form of petitions. Add
your name to the end of the list, and for-

from your friends. And then you're
caught,in the. tangled web. of forwards
and their consequences, ; . :
A thousand voice mails turned into a
thousand QPs, and tomorrow maybe
things will change again. Until that day,
send along what you must and delete the
rest. You really can't forward the good
things in life.
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YOU EVEN LEAVE YOUR ROOM.
Check your balance from your room 24 hours a day using
Online Banking with HomeLink^'' Only the Student Value
Package' gives you so much for so little.
:

• c u s t o m i z e d alerts leiyou know'when to say when • get up-lo-tlie-minuie balances
• get free sandwiches at Subway' 0 'with a coupon, tianUHoston Card and ,i student 10
• use your BankBostoii Card witlvX-l'ress Check"' like.a plastic check wherever MasterCard 1 '

.-';

is accepted • over 1,500 BaiikBoston ATMs ' g e t overdraft protection if you overspend a -:•
, ,':'•; ••":
'•"•' :

^ l i t t l e ' • first 3 m o n t h s free, then o n l y ' $ 3 a m o n t h ' * try a d e m o online or open an
;

: account o n l i n e 9t b a n k b o s t o n x o i t i / s t u d e n t s or call 1 -8()0-2-RbSTON :

Gei Free

mi

Sandwiches

:;•

; ; •:;

,.„,„„ „ „
!.
-,-.„
„
, - . . „ — —,.!..
_ ,J..J!..j..a.ijL.: 1 jv_!i...ie Bill Payment with tlotneLink. 2. Valid school ID or acceptance letter required. To qualify forX-Press Check and Reserve Credit you must be at least 18 years of age and have no adverse credit history. 3. Purchase a sis-inch Subway* Sandwich and a 21-ounce
soft drink and get a second six-inch Subway* Sandwich and 21-ounce soft drink of equal or lesser price free upon presentalion of a Student Value Package coupon. Offer expires May,3!, 1999. Oder
available at participating Subway* locations and may not be combined with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit. Subway is a registered trademark of Donors Associates Inc. 4. If you write
more than 8 checks a month, each additional check is $.75.
. . . • ' •
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v
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"We 're watch ing you!":

TRINITY TELEVISION LOOKS
TOWARD A BIGGER FUTURE
You won't find TESPN, Trinity Must
See TV or Trinity Nightly News, at least
not yet. Two weeks ago, a news program
that aired on Sunday at 9 pm marked the
culmination of nearly a year of hard
work to create a television station at Trinity College. The program was a short,
recorded news program, but its broadcast was a victory for Executive Producer
Devin Tindall '99 and a small, devoted
group of almost twenty people.
Trinity Television (TTV) started a little
less than a year ago as merely an idea in

ThrougMTW,
a positive iwa^e
but also to
community

courses that are devoted to the practical
function of media. For example, there
are no journalism or television production classes offered. Because TTV is completely run by students, Tindall and
Mann see it as an opportunity.to give students a hands-on approach to learning
about the world of television production.
Tindall sums up Trinity Television's
short history and bright future when he
says, "Big visions often start with small
dreams."

station. Television, they acknowledge, is Trinity campus. For example, when a
a medium that offers a unique opportu- major speaker comes to Trinity, TTV can
nity to convey ideas and information. be there to broadcast it. Also, plays and
Unlike radio, which Trinity already has, art openings are some of the other hapit is more graphic and exciting, penings that might be covered. Curespecially when following a sports event. rently, TTV is hampered by an inability
Mann states that television is "an excit- to broadcast live. Hopefully this will
ing form of media." In addition, he feels change in the future.
that television is a powerful and embracTTV will also help to introduce learning form of media. Tindall thinks that ing about communications and the metelevision is a more laid back form of ra- dium of television to Trinity students.
dio or print.
Currently Trinity does not have any
TTV's importance to Trinity begins
with its ability to reach out into the
greater Hartford community. Through
TTV, Trinity will be able to not only
present a positive image of itself to the

BY ANDREW WEISS
' * Subscriptions Manager

t onty/present
he rest of the community,
the dialoga£\dpveen the

\ /

the head of Tindall. Since then it has
blossomed into its current form. Last
summer Tindall took his idea from the
abstract to the real, when he formulated
apian. He has worked with the Student
Government Association (SGA) and several facility members to make TTV a reality. TTV has gotten funding from SGA
and has enlisted the assistance of Sharon
Herzberger as a facility advisor.
According to Tindall, there are now
about eleven members on TTV and ten
more people will be joining soon. These
people range from individuals who have
worked and interned in television before,
to tjh<3sevrt\o Viaye n*vei set tootina television* stiftiTo, Despite its humble beginnings, there are much grander goals for
TTV.
Both Tindall and Gordon Mann, a
member of the sports department, see
TTV as more than justa small television

rest of the community, but also to open
an active dialogue between the community and Trinity. Programs that will be
shown on TTV will provoke thought
about issues on and off Trinity's campus.
Tindall insists that TTV is an open forum for debate and that any views are
welcome. Although TTV does not officially advocate any specific point of
view, it can be utilized as a forum for anyone to produce a program about his or
her views on almost any subject.
Furthermore, TTV is another way that
Trinity can inform students, faculty, and
the community about Trinity news and
sports. Currently TTV h|s a news pro.gramtharairs on channel j>2 on Sunday
nights at nine PM. In addition, on
Wednesday, TTV will show the TrinityWesleyan football game from last Saturday. Tindall sees TTV expanding to
many more events that occur around the Students at the cave: "We want our TTV."

UNDAPACYIOWSK1

Speaks
and it ain't Looking so goo5 "fou a Lot of
SCORPIO
OCT25-NOV21
This week, I'm afraid, will b§dif£icult.
You will actually have to ca'tch up on
at least a little of the bad that comes
with all of the good you have received
in the past weeks. Don't worry, it won't
be that bad. You might have a nightmare or something.

SAGITTARIUS 1
NOV22-DE.G21Looking at your record for most ridiculously stupid weekends, the one coming up will take the cake. Curb your
tendencies to attempt a hook-up with
every possibility. They have eyes, too,
and can see you in action- leaving you
none,
CAPRICORN ,
DE.C22-JAN 19
Remember that teacher who called
you on not having done the reading?
You will face a similar situation, only
your friends always-know when you
are lying. Tell them the truth. Or don't
Hey, I don't care, its your life.

AQUARIUS

TAURUS

LELO "

JAN2O.TE.5 15
APR 20 -MAY 2O
JUL25-AUG22
.... Lay-off the,beer. You are loud when . Try practicing your technique before .Taking criticism has never been your
youdrink. Very lpud.: People have ears. you actually put it into; action3'veheard • strong-suit., llemihd ypiir^ejfthat you
They hear you. You don't remember this produces wonderful results! Don't aren't perfect, but neither is anyone
what you said, but expect to hear about be afraid to ask your friends, they are else. Try being the best person you can
it third-hand this weekend, when you wondering the same thing. Ypurnayfind be, otherwise you will lose friends.
least expect it Don't risk hurting any- yourself alone in the near future. 1 told • 'Sorry, it's the truth.
one, including yourself.
you, you should have practiced.

:-. PISCES^

;:

FEE> 1?.-MAR 2O
Maybe everyone says you are tres glam,
but believe me, it's the "everyone" in your
head. You are not all that, miss or mister
thang. Try noticing someone other than
yourself for a change, and you will earn
respect and love. Well, probably not but
it couldn't hurt.

AKIE.5
MAR 21 -APR 1?

Don't be surprised when more people
show up, sometimes it takes more than
two to make a tango. Trust your friends.
The only reason they are stepping in is
because you obviously can't make things
work out on your own.

t

: ; : , : GEMINI

VIRGO

'MAY2r-JUN2O
s A U G 2 3 - S E . P T 22
. Keep Whitman in mind: "Failing to You may have taken things a step too
find me one place, search another. I stop far. Only proceed if both parties are in
somewhere waiting for you." Now think agreement. Remember, their roomabout who you would want to find you. mates know who you are and where
Sorry, it's not going to happen this week. you live. Just kidding. They are actually happy for you both.

GANGER : -*
JUN21 '-J.UL22
Time to put on your best cuffed jeans
and make your hair large. You will have
a blast this weekend. Don't be afraid of
trying too hard to make an impression,
you need all the help you can get at this
point.

(£"4~v

LIBRA • A-4~-\
J^ . SE.IT23-OCT22 I ^

It's time to remember that your partner has needs too. They may have let it
slide for awhile, months maybe, but
you will be a loser in the end if you
don't let them win once in awhile,
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W i l l t i o Ctlltge Fresimtn af 1SSSHew
Interesting facts:
The people who are starting
college this fall across the nation were born in 1980. They
have no meaningful recollection of the Reagan era and did
not know he had ever been shot.
They were prepubescent when
the Persian Gulf War was
waged. Black Monday 1987 is as
significant to them as the Great
Depression. There has only
been one Pope.
They can only really remember one president. They were 11
when the Soviet Union broke
apart and do not remember the
Cold War. They have never
feared a nuclear war. "The Day
After" is a pill to them, not a
movie. CCCP is just a bunch of
letters. They have only known
one Germany. They are too
young to remember the Space
shuttle blowing up, and
Tienamin Square means nothing to them. They do not know
who Momar Qadafi is.
Their lifetime has always included AIDS. They never had a
Polio shot and likely do not
know what it is. Bottle caps have
not only always been screw off,
but have always been plastic.
They have no idea what a pull
top can looks like. Atari predates them, as do vinyl albums.
The expression "you sound like
a broken record" means nothing
to them. They have never owned
a record Player. They have likely
never played Pac Man and have
never heard of Pong. Star Wars

effects are pathetic. There have
always been red M&M's, and
blue ones are not new. What do
you mean there used to be beige
ones?
They may have heard of an 8track, but chances are they
probably have never actually
seen or heard one. The Compact
Disc was introduced when they
were 1 year old. As far as they
know, stamps have always cost
about 32 cents.
Zip codes have always had a
dash in them. They have always
. had an answering machine.
Most have never seen a TV set
with only 13 channels, nor have
they seen a black and white TV.
They have always had cable.
There have always been VCR's,
but they have no idea what Beta
is. They cannot fathom not having a remote control. They were;
born the year that Walkman
were introduced by Sony.
Roller-skating has always
meant inline for them. They
have never heard of King Cola,
Burger Chef, The Globe Democrat, Pan AM or Ozark Airlines.
The Tonight Show has always
been .hosted by Jay Leno. They
have no idea when or why
Jordache jeans were cool.. Popcorn has always been cooked in
a microwave.
They have never seen and remember a game that included
the St. Louis Football Cardinals,
the Baltimore Colts, the Minnesota North Stars, the Kansas
City Kings, the New Orleans
Jazz, the Minnesota Lakers, the
A|lantaJ?lame§, or the, Denver

Rockies (NHL hockey, that is).
They do not consider the Colorado Rockies, the Florida Marlins, the Florida Panthers, the
Ottawa Senators, the San Jose
Sharks, or the Tampa Bay Lightning "expansion teams."
They have never seen Larry
Bird play, and Kareem AbdulJabbar is a football player. They
never took a swim and thought
about Jaws. The Vietnam War
is as ancient history to them as
WWI, WWII or even the Civil
War. They have no idea that
Americans were ever held hostage in Iran. They can't imagine
what hard contact lenses are.
They don't know who Mork was
or where he was from.
They never heard the terms
"Where's the beef?", "I'd Walk a
mile for Camel", or "de plane, de
plane!". They do not care who
shot J.R. and have no idea who
J.R. is. The Cosby Show, The Facts
of Life, Silver Spoons, The Love

Boat, Miami Vice, WKRP in
Cincinnati, and Taxi are shows
they have likely never seen.
The Titanic was found? I
didn't know it was lost. Michael
Jackson-has always been white.
They cannot remember the
Cardinals ever winning a World
Series, or even being in one,
Kansas, Chicago, Boston,
America and Alabama are
places, not groups. McDonalds
never came in Styrofoam containers.
Do you feel old now? Remember, the people who don't know
these things will be in college
this y e a r . • , , .<
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Senior Spotlight

ChristineBallresidesinScarsdale,NY SheisanEnglishLitlerature major who will complete her teacher's certification next
spring as ajiill-time student teacher in Windsor, CT
What are your plans for
after graduation?
I want to teach secondary
i English literature to inner city
[students.

Helping people is the main
motivation behind what Ido.
Especially with Best Buddies,
I've liked getting other people
involved. This year we have
55 volunteers, where last year
How are you involved in. there were only 6. And I love
seeing the smiles. We give
community service?
I am the President of Best friendship. Even though a lot
[Buddies, an international or- of people do community serganization in 270 US colleges. vice, a lot more could; there
We pair college students with are so many that need help.
citizens who are mentally retarded, both one-on-one and
With such busy school
in groups for different outings. years, how do you spend your
As VP. of Community Service summers?
for the Newman Club I run
For the past two summers,
the soup kitchen on weekends 1 have worked in the Publicat Immaculate Conception. I ity department for Penguin
also tutor a boy with ADD USA. I write press releases
three times a week and am on and book author tours. This
the Community Service steer- past summer I worked on The
ing board.
Diary by Bridget Jones and
Pataki's autobiography. I've
What is your favorite part also been involved in the Speof doing Community Service? cial Olympics.

Save money on books and sell your used ones back to students for more money!

Gome to The Book Swap Monday, Dec. 14 until
Friday, Dec. 18.10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Please check the
upcoming notices for the location!
Brought to you by SGA & ConnPIRG
Contact Patrick Gavin x3030 with any questions

The Book Swap

Breto's

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Free Delivery
Open Late
(860) 278-4334 / (860) 278-4527 Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday-Saturday 11 a.m.-4 a.m.
24 New Britain Avenue, Hartford, CT
"The Best Pizza in Hartford"

We Deliver a Full Line of Cigarettes, Garcia, and Phillies

Breto's Pizza
Small (12").. $5.00
Large (16s)
$8.00
Sheet (18x24"). $15.00

W E ACCEPT

Topping........ $.50
Topping. $1.00
Topping
$2.50

Specialty Pizzas

Sm. /
Lg. /Sheet
$6.00 /10.00 /20.00

Hawaiian Pizza

Special Meat Dough.... Sm. $10.00 Lg. $15.00

Served with Cheese, Ham and Pineapple

PIZZA TOPPINGS

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.

Red Veggie Design

White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /12.50 /22.00

Mozzarella
Bacon'
Hamburger
Pepperoni; ;
Ham
i:
Anchovies • :;
Onions
s;
:
Eggplant
Pineapple
'Tomato
Hot Peppers
Ricotta
Peppers
pp
d Tomatos
Fresh Garlic
Sun Dried
Always—Extra Cheese No Charge

A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie

" Stuffed Shells..".
>* • ^

Max's Preferred
Hot for the Heart

Lasagna
Chicken Parmesan
VealParmesan
Calzone
Baked Ziti..'.

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

$7.50 D e e p S p i n a c h Pie Pizza . . . . . . . $8.50 / 12.50
$6.50 An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
,.. •.-..... .$5.
.$5.00 spincich mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
$7.50 covered with mozzarella.
~--v: 4 •»•'«-*...$6.50.

.*> * r
Siaes& Salads
Maricoppi Bread

$3.50

w/fries
$3.50
Cheeseburger
•
$2.50
w/fries
$3.80
Fish & Chips
. $7.50
Half Chicken (w/salad, fries & garlic bread) $6.95
Buffalo Wings (w/blue cheese)
.$4.95
Chef Salad
$6.00
Greek Salad
$6.00
Tuna Salad
$6.00
Antipasto
$ 6.00
Tossed Salad
$4.00
Caesar Salad
$5.00

GRINDERS & SUBS
Half
BLT.
$4.25
Meatball
$4.25
Cooked Salami
$4.25
Genoa Salami
$4.25
Pepperoni
$4.25
Tuna....
$4.25
Hamburger
$4.50
. Cheeseburger
$4.75
Ham & Cheese
$4.25
Sausage
$4.25
Veggie
$4.25
Eggplant
$4.25
Italian
$4.95
Roast Beef
$4.95
Turkey
$4.95
Veal
$4.95 .
Turkey & Bacon
$4.95
Chicken Parrnigiana
$4.95
Pastrami
..
$4.95
Steak & Cheese
$4.95
Gyro (Steak & Cheese, Chicken or Lamb & Meat)
••••.GIANT
.
w / f r OVERFLOWING
ies

SUB

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.00
$6.25
$5.75
$5.75 '
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25 •
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
..
$&25
$6.25
$6.25
*
$6,25 •••
:;
£4.95

SMALL PIZZA S I LARGE PIZZA

s

3 Topping.+ 1 Liter Soda
$7.00 tax incl.
278-4334

I
J

•• m

•••

MM H K MM BBH MM KM MM MNI Ml

HI MM B H H ^ H HUM wnmi m m tmnm ^ H M Mm« H « U »_•

2 LARGE PIZZAS
Fries + Bread + Salad
$6.50 tax incl.
278-4334

Cheese + 1 Topping + 2 Liter
. $16.95 tax incl.
278-4334

rTOm

GALzbNE""" M ' 1

""GYRO""

Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.

$8.00 Plenty
for two!
.$5;50
•.^

I

I,

$8.00 /12.00 / 23.00

/
_ ,. „
,
\
$6.50 A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
j
Garlic Bread
I
*„ Cn and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
V
J....,,$7.50 French Fries
$1.50
^ O
V ^ < • • • • • .$7.50 Onion Rings
., . $2.80
^rrrrrrr^r........
$7.50
Mozzarella
Sticks
(8
pcs.).
.
" $4.50
$6.00 ($.75 per item)
$2.25
$5.00 Hamburger

T

I

$8.50 /12.50 / 22.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

. y " ! ™ r ^ X • •*'• • -$6.50
/
One FREE A
Z, c n

Manicotti

$10.00 /15.00 /30.00

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

SPECIALTIES DINNERS
Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
Eggplant Parmesan
Shells . . .
........
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
IRayiolx, Meat or Cheese
' . .^

$8.50 /15.50 /22.00

la • • asm worn mm n

mari

Fries + Can of Soda
$5.00 tax incl.

naa mn an ai

"t

I h WHOLE GRINDERSi

• Cheese + 1 Topping + 2 Liter &
i
Soda $10.00 tax incl.
I
8
278-4334
>•

Only
$10.95 tax incl.

§

S
g

BH

itlo-

P

BUY 1 DINNER
Get 2nd at 1/2 Price
Free Salad and Garlic Bread
_ _
278-4334
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late at night sometimes.
locked away in some cabinet
at the third district Montclair. Coming back from a party
or from ADs all-night diner,
station,
I would look up at your winstill remained after
After the rape
dow.
for Daphne Clarke two weeks of heavy mascara .
The light Would always be on,:
and blush.
and the Venetian blinds drawn,
Your mother got so scared
You were crying
after seeing her only daughter • and even through the rain,
after that warm summer
loud honks from.passing cars
deformed and silent,
day in late July.
and; gUsteof wind,
that she locked the doors :
The bruises
I could hear you still crying.
for ten years.
,
and deep red welts,
captured in 4 inch ..,•'• , ; ; / 1 would walk by your house,
. pn^Ridgeway and CMtonstieets •/ ? • ; , " ^GeorgeHume'99. .
|.by'4;;iiith polaroid shots,

TRINITY VOICES

WWW.CGI.PATHHNDER.COM/EW/REVIEW/O,l683,367,00.HTML

Henry Winkier and Adam Sandier star in The Waterboy.

BY DEVIN PHARR

Copy Editor

Of all the different movie
genres, none are as big a gamble
for the money you put into a
ticket than comedies. Some turkeys are easy to spot, like BioDome or Half-Baked. Others,
like Wag the Dog or Beavis and
Butt-Head Do America, kind of
hide behind current events or
things like Charlie Sheen. Determining what is going to stink
and what isn't can be a tricky

quarterback into the turf. Immediately recognizing the potential in Boucher, Coach Klein
asks him to join his strugglingteam as a linebacker. The rest of
the film follows Boucher's
struggle to translate his success
on the field to other areas of his
life.
Having seen Sandler's, well, I
guess it's technically called
"work," I really wish this film
had been made before 1995's
Billy Madison. As Sandler's career progresses, one would ex*pect more conceptual humor

Having seen Sandler's, well, I guess it's
technically called "work," I really wish this
film had been made before 1995's Billy

BUFFALO T O M
SMITTEN

$13.99 CD

T H E WORLD'S GREATEST
CLUB COLLECTION
VARIOUS ARTISTS

S1O.99 CD

EVERYTHING
SUPEBNAT URAL

$11.39 CD

Madison.
dilemma for movie patrons.
Some so called comedies are just
plain stupid, yet there are others that make you wet yourself,
Waterboy is very much one
of these films that is difficult to
figure out. While watching it, 1
began to wonder if the real entertainment in this film was just
hearing Adam Sandier doing a
funny voice. While Sandler's
vocal abilities may be entertaining on his albums, I don't necessarily want to pay money to
see a movie solely based on
them.
In this movie Sandier plays a
professional waterboy named
Bobby Boucher. Boucher lives in
the swamps of Louisiana with
his mother, played by Kathy
Bates. Her character is overly
protective of Sandier and
frighteningly reminiscent of
the character she played in the
film Misery Bobby's mom is fanatically religious and feels that
all outside influences, including
Sandler's delinquent girlfriend
Vicki Vallencourt (Fairuza
Balk), are "from the devil."
Throughout the film, Sandier
is shown to be an object of ridicule by just about everyone he
comes into contact with- from
the coach of his original football
team, to Captain Insano, a wrestling star who Bobby Boucher
idolizes.
As the story progresses,
Sandler's character is eventually forced into taking a job as a
waterboy for a floundering football program run by Coach
Klein (Henry Winkier).
When he is once again ridiculed by his new team, Sandier,
heeding advice from the coach
that he should defend himself,
uses the ridicule as a motivational tool and smashes the

and less slapstick and bathroom talk. There is no such progression evident in Waterboy.
This is not to say that the film
wasn't decent— during parts of
it I was laughing so hard I almost forgot not to touch the
floor of thetheater. There were
also some weird, yet amusing,
parts, like the black and white
1970s flashback, which must
have been fulfilling some contractual obligation for afros.
Another conceivable problem for some viewers is that
much of the plot depends on a
working knowledge of football.
If I didn't watch the sport, I
would have no idea that a player
getting 16 sacks in a single game
is'unthihkably illegitimate, or
that players don't absolutely
level each other in every single
play.
What does come through in
the film is the humanity of
many of the characters surrounding Bobby. For example,
there is the headstrong quarterback who is playing Division I
football on one of the worst
teams in the country; there is
also the lonely kicker who befriends Boucher upon his arrival.
There is enough in this film
to justify seeing it, at least on
videotape, if not as a matinee. At
the same time, though, it is definitely a step in the Wrong direction for Adam Sandier and Tim
Herlihy, who have co-written
three of Sandler's films,
While The Wedding Singer
(and to a certain extent Happy
Gilmore) had begun to examine Sandler's characters in
terms of how they affect other
people, The Waterboy digresses
into territory already covered
by Billy Madison.

vJUOE
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S 11.99 CD

KDOL Q RAP
ROOTS O F EVIL

ONE'S REALLY
BEAUTIFUL

$10.99 CD

REMY ZERO

VlLi A El A i\JL

$1 1.S9 CD

S O N VOLT
WIDE SWING TREMDLO

$7,99 CD

$13.99 CD
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Autumn interludes an
Exciting Evening of Dance
Attention Woody Allen fans— the
filmmaker's latest effort, Celebrity, is
slated to open this Friday at Cinema
City (located on Brainard Road in
Hartford). The movie's all-star cast includes Kenneth Branagh, Judy Davis,
Leonardo DiCaprio, and Winona
Ryder.

ANDY SHEPARD

Dancers perform in Austin Arts Center's Goodwin Theater.
company "Trinity Unlimited," choreographed the piece and performed it with
Arts Writer
;_'•!'
Loren Giallanella 'DO, Christa Rozantes
'00, and Edith Johnson '02.
On November 13 and 14 Austin Arts
Seven WaysToStiy...lLo\e You wasperCenter hosted Autumn Interludes, the formed by The Dance Generators, a
fall's annual student and faculty dance dance company from Northampton,
showcase. The performance included MA. The piece was set to the music of
several pieces that spanned the diversity NatKihgCole and Elvis Presley and was
and talent of the theater and dance de- followed hy Peeling, a performance crepartment.
ated through the Drink to Thisl, a dance
The first performance, Echo Cham- workshop assembled each summer in
bers, was choreographed by Judy the Greater Hartford area; The filial
Dorwinfounderand Chair of the dance piece, The Wedding, was an African
program at Trinity College. It was in- dance piece performed by students in
spired by Adrienne Rich's "Diving Into this semester's African dance class; Afua
the Wreck,'1 a story of five women who Atta-Mensah '01, Gayatri Bhatnager '01,
"movebeyond boundaries and transcend Melissa Craig/01, Alyssa Daigle '99,Jenthe depths" and provided a wonderful nifer Fong'99, Matthew Glassman '99,
opening to the following student choreo- Krista Hardie '01, Cynthia Hill '99, Tara
Joyee '99, Jacquelyn Maher '01, Melissa
graphed piece.
Duet For One was an interpretative Roth '99, Benjamin StbnHerg '01, Paige
piece based on the poem "The Dance" by Vollmer '99, Katherine Weingartner '00,
Wiliam Carlos William. Bevan Talbott Darona Williams '02, Amanda Wu '99,
'00, a member of Trinity's performance and Rachel Zimman '00.
BY VANESSA PARKER-GEISMAN

Lots of Hamlet stuff going on this
week— on Thursday, November 19,
RobChurchwell'sFrosted Mini-Hamlet will be perfomed in Studio 19 at 7:30
PM. On Saturday and Sunday
Hamletmachine will be presented in
AACs Goodwin Theater. Both are student productions (and admission is
free!).

The Trinity College Concert Choir
will be performing on Saturday, November 21 at the College Chapel. The
group will be singing Vivaldi's Gloria
with a chamber orchestra and professional soloists Nancy Curran (harpsichord), Denise Walker (soprano), and
Mary Fox (mezzosoprano). Be sure to
stopby! y The 1998 Fall Writers Series will
conclude with a reading by Joan
Connor on Wednesday, November 18
at 5:30 PM in the Alumni Lounge
(Mather Hall). Connor's short stories,
which focus on life in rural Vermont,
have appeared in numerous publications.

ia Rocks

Cold Fusion Brings
Funky Flavor to Trinity
B Y MELISSA BAKER
Arts Writer

View), and, for those of us who do not
have the requisite two forms of ID to get
into the bar — at late night, the Bistro,
It is rare for one to encouther unique and theUnderground.
Their identity established on campus,
musical talent on a small liberal arts college campus. However, Trinity has such Cold Fusion's next gig is their first in an
talent in the form of a band known as attempt to gain recognition in the "real
world." Friday night finds the band
Cold Fusion.
Two and a half months ago, five Trin- grooving the night away at the Webster
ity students began their adventure in the Underground, the first of their (hopeworld of music. Seniors Matt Dickey, fully) many true off campus gigs.
Regan Rowan, Matt Foley, and Steve
Cold Fusion also has plans to get into
Czak, Idong with Kenyon Murphy '00 the studio sometime soon to produce
channeled their talent, time and energy their first album. It is an exciting time

BY JOHN AKIN
Online Editor

In Japan.video games are much more
a part of mainstream culture than they
are in America. Because the target market there is not as limited as it is here, the
opportunity exists to produce a wider
From the beginning, Cold Fusion's funk sounds have
variety of unique games. One, such exbeen well received by their audiences, inspiring people
ample is Beat Mania.
to danci in-between tables at the View and groove
Beat Mania dubs itself as a "DJ Simuin their seats at the Underground.
lation Game." I have no experience as a
DJ, so I,can't say how true this is. It is
into the bandColdFusipn. With Dickey for the members of Cold Fusion, with obviously grossly oversimplified, but it
on guitar and saxaphone; Rowan on gui- their popularity and recognition grow- remains challenging and fun.
tarj Foley 6n drums, Czak on keyboard, ing. • . . . . - • • • • - .
. . • -. , The gameplay in Beat Mania is fairly
straightforward. There are four columns
and Murphy on bass, they began jamSaid Grace Oh '01, "Once they start running up the screen, each one repreming together.
jamming, there's no telling where they'll
From the beginning, Cold Fusion's go. I can't help but tap my foot to their senting a different 'sample' which is activated by a button on the controller. As
funk sounds have been well received by phat beats."
the
music plays dots move down the coltheir audiences, inspiring people to
Lizzie Chua '01 backed up this senti- umns. When the dots reach the bottom
dance in-between tables at the View and ment stating, "Cold Fusion is one of my
groove in their seats at the Underground. favorite bands on campus. Their music of the screen you,are to push the corresponding button. When done correctly
In the short time since its inception, transcends what typically defines Trin- the 'sample' is played on the beat, and you
the band has played at various locations ity."
feel really cool The more beats you hit
around Trinity, serving up their rendi- • So, take a chance and give up an hour correctly, the higher your volume meter
tions of classic jazz/funk songs as well or two of your time the next time Cold gets. If the stage ends with your meter
as at least one original tune. They have Fusion has a gig. You'll be amazed at the in the red, you can proceed to the next
been seen everywhere from repeated awesome sounds that Trinity boys can set of stages.
shows at the College View Cafe (a.k.a. the produce.
A variety of different styles of music

are represented in Beat Mania. Some
more abstract than others. One might
expect styles such as, hip hop, funk,
techno, and ambient to be included, but
1 had never thought ef bossa groove, ska,
jazz, or Asian traditional as styles associated with DJ-ing.
. Beat Mania is not easy. Even the preliminary .'stages' can become complex
andcon.fusing. Trying to use the bottom
of the screen as a guide to when to press
each button seems like a reasonable
strategy, but when you get to the later
levels you need something more. In order to really be successful, you must be
able to anticipate how the song is intended to sound by looking at the pattern of the dots. After you catch on to
this method, it's just a matter of practice.
My brain still falls off every time I try to
play the ska'stage'.
While Beat Mania is a Japanese game,
no knowledge of the Japanese language
is required to play. The game is very addictive, and the songs are catchy and of
good quality.
Bottom line: If you are sick of all the
sports, driving, and platform games that
crowd the US market, or even if you
aren't, Beat Mania may be just what you
need.
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A Gape.Ua Groups- Seniors Milne and Schneider
Perform at Cleo Exhibit Work at Zion Gallery
BY BETH GIUIGAN

1 i Arts Editor

ANDY aHEPARD

The Mount Holyoke V8's perform at Cleo.
BY LIZ KISZONAS

'* Arts Editor

The setting may have lacked
something in the way of ambience. Flickering candlelight
was in the midst of waging a
losing battle with the fluores-'
cent lights in the living room of
theiCleo Literary Society house.
Short a few chairs, studentscrowded into the room", packedin, pushed up against each other
to e|joy an evening of a capella
music on a cold fall night.
Although Cleo's living room
doesn't quite haye the acoustics
of other venues, the a capella
performance Friday night went
off ^elL The feast of good music inore than made-up for anything else that was lacking. • ..
Trinity's all male a capella
group, The. Accidentals, hosted
the concert, inviting neighboring college a capella groups The
Brown Bare Necessities, The
Amherst DQ's and the Mount
Holyoke V8's.
The Accidentals, who have
recently released a CD entitled
Sunami of Sound, sang a few of
their old favorites, including
"Good ol' A Capella," "Freeze

Frame/Tainted Love," and
Lonesome Road". They also debuted a new tune, "Change in
My Life." Although losing five
Accidental members to graduation last year, the group has
valiantly recovered, presenting
a seamless performance Friday
night.
The Accidentals were followed by the BrowtfBare Necessities, an all male group. The"
Brown Bare Necessities-entertained the crowd with their
stunning vocals and amusing
theatrics. They performed a collection of blues and barber shop
classics.
...,,.,
In the area of "theatrics, the
coed Amherst DQ's were the
surprise of the evening. No one
knew quite how to react to the
bizarre, lengthy skit the group
. performed halfway through
their show. Nevertheless, their
rendition of "Gangsta's Paradise" was quite a crowd pleaser.
. Wrapping up the show, the
Mt. Holyoke V8's took the stage.
The female group left the audience very impressed as they
combined their amazing voices
with visually entertaining choreography.

Trinity seniors Taylor Milne
and Jocelyn Schneider faced a
daunting challenge last winter
when asked by the President's
Special Council on Women co
create an exhibition in
conjuction with the Women in
the Millenium conference. Less
than one year later, they have
successfully completed their
project, which can be seen now
until November 23 at the Zion
Gallery.
Aside from a few of their individual pieces which are on
display, the main attraction is
an innovative, interactive space
known as the "womb room."
When people enter the room,
they are forced to confront the
artwork rather than just look at
it.

•

;

After that, they may browse
around and view some of the

PHOTO COURTESY OF RITA LAW

Jocelyn Schneider *99 and Taylor Milne '99 at Zion Gallery for
the opening of their art exhibition.
-

show at the Museum of Modem
Art which sparked her interest
in the subject, Milne came up
with the idea of doing the
womb room. The two had

The two had wanted to do an installation
piece in [ order to encourage people to
experience and react to the exhibition
rather than merely observe it
the gallery, such ; wanted to do an installation
as" If We Only-Knew
and piece in order, to encourage
Goodbye by Milne and 4' x ll'W.;.people to experience and react
by Schneider. Fine Arts Profes- to the exhibition rather than
sor Patricia Tillman remarked merely observe it It took them
that the exhibition was "a approximately two weeks to
unique experience for majors to- •'build the room itself, though
be able to participate in an event the planning stages were a bit
involving the entire campus."
lengthier.
While Milne and Schnieder
Both Milne and Schneider see
had been advised by the coun- their work on this project as
cil to deal with issues concern- something that will bringthem
ing women, they otherwise had closer to their thesis. Although
complete creative control over they didn't enter Trinity with
their project. After seeing a the intent of becoming Studio

Arts majors, the scultpure
classes they took as underclassmen forced them to reconsider
this.'
Now both girls plan on using
their artistic background:in
some manner as they goon to
pursue careers. Milne has expressed aninterest in film editing, and Schneider hasconsidered eventuallygoing to
graduate school, v
<
-Milne, Schneider, and Professor Tillrnan we^epleasedand
impressed by the large crosssection of peoplewhoattended
the opening. Tillman felt that
. the event was "very profession. ally orchestrated—Jocelyn and
Taylor rose to the occasion."
Taylor Milne and Jocelyn
Schneider's work will be on display attheZion Gallery (located
at 211 Zion Street in Hartford)
until November 23,1998. The
gallery will be open from 2 PM
until 4PMon Monday, Wednesday, and Friday and also by appointment.

Carlo's Song Tackles Politics & Love in Nicaragua
^

i

WWW.GEOaTiES.COM/HOLLYWOOD/HlLLS/4603/CSPICHTM

Robert Carlyle and Oyanka Cabezas star in the Ken Loach
film Car/a 'sSong.
BY GRAHAM THOMAS

Arts Writer

Ken Loach's latest film,
Cark's Song, is an outstanding
movie of feeling. Its commentary on the power of relationships is some of the most
moving work I have seen all
year. It more than makes up for
a lack iri the script and technical departments with deep and
thoughtful emotion. This is a
film that lives.
Robert Carlyle, known for
such films as The Full Monty
and Trainspotting, stars as

• George, a Scottish bus driver
'who is always getting in
trouble for following his heart
rather than his head! He is a
little down on his luck but he
has enough faith in himself not
to let it bother him too much.
George quickly finds himself
in a bind when he meets Carla
(Oyanka Cabezas), a recent
refugee from Nicaragua. At
first, Carla won't let George get
close to her, but as time passes, .
Carla comes to rely more and.
more on George and he develops deep feelings for her in return.
This wouldn't be so bad if.

J^*»

i

Carla wasn't quite so troubled.
She fled Nicaragua because of
the turmoil caused by the revolution of the people and she
now suffers from an extreme
case of post-traumatic stress
syndrome. George, who has
never had to deal with such an
intense person before, doesn't
know exactly how to handle
Carla but he does know he is
falling in love with her.
Eventually, George suggests
that Carla stop running from
her past, and offers to be there
for her and help her face it. Not
surprisingly, George has no idea
what he is getting into. After
spending his entire life in.
Glasgow, his worldview is not
ready to deal with an angry
people fighting for their independence. George journeys to
i

.

»

i

i

i

•
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on screen in a way that Carla's
Song does. So, if your work is
getting you down and it seems
like you're becoming desensitized to what is going on around
you, see Carla's Sang and get
back to what is important.
My only real problem with
this movie is the way in which
the United States' involvement
in the Nicaraguan conflict is
depicted.
For some reason, the director
(Ken Loach) felt it necessary to
portray the United States, and
the Central Intelligence Agency
in particular, as some mystery
monsters that are the root of all
troubles in the world. Not only
is this theme outdated and cliched, it takes away from the
power of the message of the
film. The movie has sufficient
.

1

-

George journeys to Nicaragua and while
he is there he must face his fear and decide
what's stronger, his hatred of death or
his love for Carla.
Nicaragua and while there he
must face his fear and decide
what's stronger, his hatred of
death or his love for Carla.
This film deftly portrays every step the characters go
through in their quest for love
and peace of mind. Few films
allow you to feel the emotions

emotional resonance without
having to resort to politics. Loach should have saved the political messages for another
film.
. Carla's'Song is a good reminder to all of us that there are
things out there that are greater
than what we experience every-

i

»

•
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•
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day in the classroom. There is a
world out there that is full.of excitement and energy, and we
need to experience that every
once,in a while, lest we become
hardened academics that no
longer know what it is lo feel
So, go set Carla's Song and be

reminded of what it is to truly
love and feel. It would do you
good to ride the rollercoaster of
life and see what it's like for
once. It would do us all good.

Want to escape
those winter blues?

San Juan $2
Sydney\
Fares are RT. D o not include owe*.*
RjMtrlctJora apply -, ; • '•., 1
Are subject to chtnge
* j

\Travel ^
CtEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange

320 Elm Street
]i
New Haven •
P03]-562-5335

: ** ,£» £ % - - . » J I «
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Around
Would Someone Please Turn Out
His Lights?
This Sunday evening, many
residents of the north side of campus overheard a drunken screaming match between one loud
man,...and...himself. He was screaming at the dorms, yelling up into the
windows: "LIGHTS OUT! I SAID
LIGHTS OUT IN FIVE MINUTES!!"
Amid shouting other four-letter
words, he returned exactly five
minutes later, shouting again: "I
SAID LIGHTS OUT DAMMIT!! I'M
GONNA TEAR THIS PLACE
APART!!" Oh really, young fool. Not
if the rest of campus challenges
your sorry, boot-camp lovin', boarding-school-missin' butt first.

Alt. Bev Desired, When No ID
Required
Friday night was an interesting
attempt at a free party. Isn't there a
rule that if you throw a free party,
you can serve alcohol? Apparently
not when trying to attract young
prospectives. For some reason, AT
doesn't remember his visit to Trinity quite so dry. High? Maybe. Oh
»aiiip*Mi&^tett:te''f<Joa';saved a
few prospectives from an ai/-too
early introduction to Breto's.
It's A Saturday Night Special
At least the Seniors shook it all
night long on Saturday, returning
the party barn to true form. It
didn't matter that karaoke was supposed to end at ten when the rest
of the school was allowed to enter.
Those crazy kids kept at it on stage
wearing leis and sombreros,
and..iootball players. Who knew?
The big guys monopolized the
stage with gyrating hipbones and
drunken drool.

Residential Fellows May Be
Hazardous To Your Health
On Friday night, a north campus residential fellow was cookin'
up a little chow when, oops! He set
off the fire alarm for the entire
dorm. What ever happened to
teaching responsible hiding of
your smoke-inducing crockery?
Apparently he is above that rule.
Oh, wait, no-AT forgot, he has his
own kitchen. The student lounge
kitchen happens to be housing students, not food.
Editor's Note:

The Trippdtegcets the tone and
content of last week's AroundTrinity article dealing with the alcohol
policy. Intended as light-hearted
humor, this particular piece, had
wider implications and consequences. We apologize for this
oversight.
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LECTURES

Salsafication

"The Morality of Science..."

On Saturday, November 21 from 9:00 pm to 1:00 am,
Trinty's own Latin Jazz Band, "Salsafication," will play
at a Latin Dance Party in the Vernon Social Center.
Also featured will be DJ Waldir Alvarez.
Drinks and refreshments will be available (Alt. Bev.
I.D. required.)
This dance is sponsored by The Music Department,
Mulitcukural Affairs, Student Activities, La Voz Latina,
Lambda Theta Phi, & Lambda Psi Delta.
For more information, call Lise Waxer at x 4201.

17,1998

On Wednesday, November 18 at 8:15 PM in McCook
Auditorium, Dr. William Arens will deliver the annual
Michael P Getlin Lecture in Religion, "The Morality of
Science and the Science of Morality."
Dr. William Arens is a professor and the chair of the
Anthropology Department at SUNY at Stony Brook,
New York

"Not Killing Our Own"

On Wednesday, November 18 at 7:30 pm in the Life
Sciences Auditorium, the Latin American and Spanish Film series will present The Hypothesis of the Stolen Painting. This movie, a cerebral "whodunit" by
exiled Chilean Raul Ruiz, explores the connection between art and politics as an art collector and an investigator try to track down a fresco artist's final painting.
In the process, the collector discovers in the frescos hidden clues to a secret, worldwide conspiracy.
Ernesto Grosman, Professor of Spanish and
Portugese at Yale University, will speak before the film
and a discussion will follow.

PACE, People's Action for Clean Energy presents "Not
Killing Our Own in the Nuclear Age," featuring Harvey
Wasserman, internationally-known ecologist and author.
The lecture will take place on Saturday, November
21 at the Unitarian Society of Hartford on Bloomfield
Avenue in Hartford.
The event will begin at 6 pm with environmental
exhibits, dessert and coffee, the PACE annual meeting,
the annual awards, including the presentation of the
lifetime achievement award. Wasserman will speak at
8 pm, followed by discussion and music by the Yevshan
Ukrainian Folk Choir.
Admission is free to the public, but donations are welcome.

Concert Choir

Biology Seminar

Hypothesis of the Stolen Painting

On Saturday, November 21 at 8 pm in the Trinity
Chapel, the Trinity College Concert Choir, conducted
by Susan Wiles, will perform Vivaldi's Gloria and
Pachelbel's Magnificat with a chamber orchestra and
professional and student soloists.
Tickets are $6 general admission and $4 discounts.
:
For more information, call the Austin Arts Center.

On Thursday, November 19 at 4:15 pm in the Life Sciences Center, Room 134 there will be a Biology Seminar. Sandra K. Weller, PhD, Professor of Microbiology at
the University of Connecticut Health Center will
present "DNA Replication and Genome Maturation in
Herpes Simplex Virus." Refreshments will be served at
3:45 pm in the Life Sciences Library.

"Freaks of Culture"

Chapel Happenings
' Wednesday,
Nov. 18
!
i

'Roman'CatHoHcMass,
rf'cr^ferl?ip^l**"'-''*'*i"'">

>*i<V

Thursday, Nov. 19
630 pm
" .•

Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

Sunday, Nov. 22
5:00 pm
7:00 pm

>' The next Trinity Seminar Lecture of the Center for
Collaborative Teaching and Research will be "Freaks of
Culture: The Zoo, the Museum, and the Sideshow," given
by Rachel Adams of Columbia University.
The lecture will take place on Monday, December ,7
4 p.m., in the Smith House, followed by reception/discussion.
• Dr. Adams' multimedia presentation will address is,sues of cultural difference as portrayed in early 20th
""'Century American popular culture (in world fairs, museum displays and sideshows) and the emerging disciplines of anthropology and zoology.
If you are interested in attending additional events
with Dr. Adams on December 8th—Tuesday morning
breakfast or lunch/colloquium, please contact Drew
Hyland or Janet Bauer in order to schedule these meetings.

Roman Catholic Mass
Vespers Service

Carla'sSong (not rated)

Sun., Nov. 15
2:30 pm, 7:30 pm
Mon.&Tue.,Nov.l6&17 7:30pm

(Britain, 1998) Directed by Ken Loach. Screenplay by Paul Laverty. Case Robert Carlyle, Oyanka Cabezas, Scott
Glenn, Salvador Espinoza. Robert Carlyle, who played unforgettable, if less-than-upstanding, roles in The Full Monty,
Trainspotting and Riff Raff, now gets to try a totally different type of character a nice guy. Carlyle plays a Glasgow
bus driver named George, who rn.ee.ts and falls in love with Carla (Oyanka Cabezas), a refugee from the political turmoil in 1980s Nicaragua. Although he starts out more interested in Scottish football than the Sandinistas, George's
complacent world-view is blown apart when he accompanies Cark back to her homeland. A sensitive and complex
love story that's all about, in the words of director Ken Loach, "the possibilities of people when they decide they will
act together." 127 min.

A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries (R)

Wed. & Thu., Nov. 18 & 19 7:30 pm
Fri.,Nov.20
7:00 pm
Sat. Nov. 21
2:30 pm, 7:00 pm

(Britain, 1998) Directed byjames Ivory. Screenplay by Ivory and Ruth Prawer Jhabvala, based oh the book by Kaylie
Jones. Cast: Leelee Sobieski, Kris Kristofferson, Barbara Hershey, Jane Birkin, Anthony Roth Costanzo. Director James
Ivory (Howard's End, A Room with a View) has found resonance within his own life in the story of an art-obsessed
teenager growing up in Europe, creating one of he most personal films of his career. Leelee Sobieski plays Kaylie, the
daughter of author JamesJones, who moves his family to Paris in the 1970s. The city of light is an eye-opening melange
of gender confusion and bohemia, where Kaylie's view of the world around her suddenly expands. Anthony Roth
Costanzo (a countertenor who performs his own sparkling rendition of a Mozart's Voi che sapate) is appealing as
, Kaylie's free-spirited guide to la vie parisienne. 120 min.

Clay Pigeons (R)

Fri. & Sat., Nov. 20 & 21

9:30 pm

(1998) Directed by David Dobkin. Music by John Lurie. Castjoaquin Phoenix, Georgina Cates, Scott Wilson Janeane
Garofalo. What's a nice young cowboy to do, when his best friend suddenly kills himself and tries to make it look like
the cowboy pulled the trigger? Joaquin Phoenix turns on an undeniable charisma as a small town hero who finds
himself suspected of a whole slew of nasty killings, just around the same time that a smooth-talking con man (Vince
Vaughn) blows in from Vegas. David Dobkin's black comedy a la Fargo is not meant for the squeamish but when the
going gets really rough, a sarcastic FBI agent played by Jane Garofalo turns up with enough urban attitude to keeD a
whole town of trigger-happy cowboys in line. 104 min,
Compiledby Christine McCarthy McUorris
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AUBEV.

Joan Connor Reading

Hunger and Homelessness Week

On Wednesday November 18, in the Alumni Lounge,
the Department of English will present the final reading in the Fall Writer's Series.
Joan Connor comes to read at Trinity from Ohio University where she is Assistant Professor of Fiction Writing. She is a recent recipient of an Ohio State Arts
Council grant, and recently won first place in The Ohio
Writer competition in fiction and non-fiction. She is
the daughter of Walker Connor, John R. Reitemeyer
Professor of Political Science, Emeritus.
For more information, call the Department of English.

Trinity will gather for a week of projects from November 16-20 in an effort to combat the problems of
hunger and homelessness across our nation and world.
We need the support of the student body to make these
projects a success. Please call x3510 to participate in
one or more of the projects of your choosing:
- Monday: Hunger Banquet. 6-7:30pm in the Washington Room
Tuesday: Seeds of Hope letter writing campaign. In
Mather during meals
Wednesday: National Sleepout. 8pm-8am on the
Cave Patio
Thursday: Miss a Meal. Skip one meal if you signed
up to donate it.
Friday: Makingfoodbasketsforlocalfamiliesinneed.

As The Crow Flies
At 7:30 pm, on Wednesday, November 18 in Seabury
47, the Studio 47 Performance Series presents As the
Crow Flies, a presentation by improvisational vocalist
Victoria Christgau, composer/guitarist Robert
Weinstein, and percussionist John Marshall.
Drawing from roots in jazz, world music and improvisation, the trio creates music with whale sounds, bird
calls and other sounds inspired by nature.
Admission is free; no ticket is required.

Frosted Mini-Hamlet
At 7:30 pm on Thursday, November 19 in Seabury 19,
The Studio 19 Play Festival presents Frosted Mini-Hamlet, a spoof on Hamlet written by Robert Churchwell
and directed by Nora Matthews.
It is the third play in the series of plays written, written directed and acted by students.
Admission is free; no ticket is required.

Hamletmachine
On Saturday, November 21 at 8 pm and 12:00 am and
Sunday, November 22 at 3 pm, Austin Arts Center will
present Hamletmachine, a postmodern play that explores Hamlet's and Ophelia's world after death, which
is filled with passion, jealousy and rage.
The play, which takes place in Goodwin theater, is a
contemporary multi-media student production directed by Megan Shea '99 and choreographed by Paige
McGinley'99.
•
Admission is free, no ticket is required.

Tuesday, November 17
Lunch.Dinner

Seeds of Hope Campaign
Letter writing about solving the
problems of hunger and poverty.

6:00 pm

Collective Voices
Watch Mirror, Mirmron the Wall,
Who's the Fairest of Them All? in
the Women's Center.

930 pm

AASA Study Break
114 Crescent St.

Wednesday, November 18
7:00 pm

National Sleep Out
Talks on issues of homelessness
followed by the sleep out. Meet in
the Cave.

9:30 pm

Ramon and the Monsters
4-piece funk and blues
in the Bistro.

10:00pm

MovieNight
Armageddon in the Cave.

Goldwater Scholarship
All Trinity College students interested in a career in
mathematics, the natural sciences, or engineering are
invited to apply for the Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
and Excellence in Education Program.
In April 1999, the Foundation will award scholarships to students who will be college juniors or seniors
during the 1999-2000 academic year. The award covers eligible expenses up to a maximum of $7500 per year.
In order to be considered for an award, student must
be nominated by their institution. The deadline for receipt of nominations is January 15. Interested sophomores orjuniors should contact David Howery at X5189
byDecemberl.

Volunteers Needed
On Thursday, November 19 at Noon through Monday, November 23 at 9:30 a.m, WWYZ morning host,
Neil Hedley will be camping out on top of a Mayflower
truck in the parking lot of the Big Y store in Manchester. The purpose of this endeavor is to raise awareness
that Foodshare is collecting turkeys, chickens, non-perishables and cash for the 1998 Thanksgiving season.
Someone is needed to be with Neil at all times. The
shifts we have remaining are the overnight shifts. 10:00
p.m. -10:00 a.m., 1:00 a.m. - 4:00 a.m, & 4:00 a.m. - 7:00
a.m. Any assistance you can renderin filling theseshif ts
will be appreciated. The nights are Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, and/or Sunday.
If you are interested, please call Frank Rich at 6886500 xl2 or Gail LeBrun at 688-6500 xlO.

Thursday, November 19
12:15 pm

"All Women Salsabands in CaliLessons From the Field."
The Women's Center

7:30 pm

Happy Days at the Hartford Stage
Tickets available in SLRC.

930 pm

Too Human in the Bistro.

Friday, November 20
530 pm

Shabbat Dinner
HillelHouse

7:00 pm

Roller Skating Night
Leave from Mather

10:00 pm

80*5 Party
Vernon Center

Classifieds
Spring Break
Cancun, Florida, etc.

Showcase Cinemas - 936 Silver Lane

Best Hotels, Parties, Prices. Book Early and Save!!!!
Earn Money and Free Trips!!!!
Campus Reps/Organizations Wanted

Times are valid through Thursday, November 19
Prices $7.25 regular admission, $4,50 matinees before 6:00 pm
For scheduling information call (860) 568-8810
Antz(PG)
Belly (R)

2 screens

I Still Know (R)

2 screens

I'll Be Home (PG)
Living Out Loud (R)
Meet Joe Black, (PG13)

2 screens

Rush Hour (PG13)
The Siege (R)

2 screens

Vampires (R) ;
Water Boy (PG13)

2 screens

Wizard of Oz(G)

12:35 pm, 2:30 pm, 4:25 pm, 620 pm, 8:15 pm
1:05 pm, 3:10 pm, 5:15 pm, 7:25 pm, 935 pm, 11:45 pm
1:35 pm, 3:40 pm, 5:45 pm, 755 pm, 10:05 pm, 12:15 am
12:30 pm, 2:50 pm, 5;10 pm, 7:45 pm, 10:15 pm, 12:30 am
1:30 pm, 4:00 pm, 7:15 pm, 9:45 pm, 12:00 am
12:10 pm, 2:10 pm, 4:10 pnx, 7:05 pm, 9:05 pm, 11:05 pm
12:40 pm; 3:15 pm, 5:25 pm, 735 pm, 9;40 pm, U50 pm
1:00 pm, 4:30 pm, 8:00 pm, 11:20 pm
12:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 7:00 pm, 1030 pm
955 pm, 12-10 am
1:10 pm, 4:00 pm, 7:10 pm, 9:50 pm, 12:20 am '•
1:40 pm, 4:40 pm, 7:40 pm, 10:10 pm, 12:35 am
10:10 pm, 12:25 am
.
- •
12:50 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:05 pm, 7:15 pm, 9:20 pm, 11:25 pm
1:20 pm, 3:25 pm, 5:35 pm, 7:50 pm, 10:20 pm, 12:25 am
12:20 pm, 2:35 pm, 450 pm, 7:30 pm

Newington Theater - 40 Cedar Street in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday, November 19
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information call (860) 666-8489
Beloved (R)
Ronin(R)

2:10 pm, 7:00 pm
2:00 pm, 4:20 pm, 7:00 pm

Real Art Ways Theater - 56 Arbor Street in Hartford
Times are valid through Thursday, November 19
For scheduling information & prices call (860) 232-1006
Monument Avenue (not rated)
A Muhler do Proximo (not rated)

3:30 pm, 5:30 pm, 7:20 pm
1:30 pm

Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013
www.icpt.com
HOW DOES $800/WEEK INCOME SOUND TO YOU???
Amazingly profitable opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:

. '. •

International
1375 Coney Island
Brooklyn NY 11230

:

. '
PartTirne . . .
• . . .
Lifeguards/Swim Instructors
Great pay, flexible hours, free membership to state of the
art facility.
Students Welcome.
.
Current Certs needed
522-4183x349
".

• ••.'.

. • - • •••:.•

Y M C A E O E

v .

'--

•;••••

,:

, WANTED
-:
MERCHANDISER: A local beverage distributor is
looking for a person 20 hours a week to do pack outs of
our products in major chain stores. Must have own
transportation. Please contact Rogo Distributors 145
Commerce Way, South "Windsor CT 860-528-9381 ask
for Kevin Byrnes or Bob Aronne.

ACT NOW! .
Call for best Spring Break prices to South Padre (Free
meals), Keywest, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Panama
City. Reps Needed. Travel Free, Earn Cash. Group
Discounts for 6+. www.leisuretours.com /800-8388203
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Football Falters At Women Dominate Skidmore
Wesleyan, 49-35
continued from page twentyfiour
Facing a 21 point deficit neariog
the end of the first half of regulation play, the Bantams offense
came alive with another
Wysocki to Faget end zone connection, narrowing Weslyan's
lead slightly and bringing Trinity within 14 points. At the end
of the first half, the score stood
at 27-13.
The Bantams started off the
second half on the right foot
when Wysocki again found a
receiver in the end zone. This
time it was tight end Sean Furey
'00, and Trinity began to make
Wesleyan nervous when they
closed in, changing the score to
27-20, getting within one
touchdown of their rivals. Minutes after the Trinity touchdown, the Wesleyan ground
troops exploded through the
Bantam defense and a running
back found his way to the end
zone, making the score 34-20.
After
their
touchdown,
Wesleyan kicked off to Trinity,
not knowing that Steve Cella
was waiting to explode down
the field with the ball for a total
of 88 yards and cashing in at the
end zone, bringing the Bantams
within one touchdown, again.
Nearing the end of the third
quarter, Wesleyan added a little
comfort to their lead when another running back squeezed
through the Trinity defense for
a touchdown. After successfully executing a two-point con-

continued from page twenty- the pieces are there but it's up to
two
. the girls to congeal as a team
excuse to lose, we're just going and earn the right to a fifth
to need some time to blend." straight post-season showing.
Overall, coach Pine is excited
Monday night the Lady Banabout this year's team and tams had the chance to show
strongly believes that these girls how well they can mix the
have what it takes to make young and the veteran. Trinity
things happen. The veteran faced Skidmore in a pre-season
leaders will have to make their scrimmage that allowed both
presence known among the teams to preview their off seayounger players, as well as son improvements.
among the NESCACs elite. All
The Bantams dominated the

version on a short run to the
paydirt, Wesleyan led Trinity
42-27.
The beginning of the fourth
quarter displayed the intensity
that had built up between both
teams, with neither team scoring until minutes left in the
game. Wesleyan scored first
with a long touchdown pass increasing their lead to 49-27.
Struggling for more offensive
action, the Bantams fought until the very last seconds of the
game, when their last touchdown of the 1998 season was a
23-yard pass from Wysocki to
Furey. A short two-point conversion run added to the score.
When the final whistle ended
regulation play and the Bantams season, the score was 4935.
This match up was a great
display of football between two
well-prepared teams. It was a
great game for quarterback
Wysocki, who proved that he
deserves to be the Bantams
starting quarterback next year.
Even though the Bantams
couldn't pull off the win,
Wysocki was probably the closest thing to Bobby Boucher the
team got during this game.
Also, ending their careers as
Trinity Bantams are tri-captains Faget, Marc Maccarrini,
and Greg Tirrell. These captains led the 1998 Bantams with
superb play and enthusiastic.
leadership on and off the field Gretchen MacColl '00 intimidates her
opponent.
throughout their careers.
•

•

-

game from the start and finished on top 61-56. Coach Pine
played everyone off the bench
in order to examine the depth
that she will need to win games
on the '98-'99 schedule.
In the game, Jillian Liese
proved her worth to the team as
the top scorer with 27 points, including 5 for 5 from the foul line.
The team will begin the season this Saturday away at
Babson.

KATIE BRYANT

!

Come Run With The
Hartford Wolf Pack
Trinity Students Save With The Wolf Pack
$10.00 Best Available Tickets Available With Trinity ID*

November 26 vs.
Providence Bruins

November 29 vs.
New Haven Beast

All Games Played At The Hartford Civic Center
Group Rates Available By Calling 246-PUCK
*Student Discount Available Starting 2 Hours Prior To GameTime
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Hartford Hoopla Wrestling Starts Strong
BY JEN GERARD
'' Sports Writer

The men's basketball team saw their
first action of the year on Tuesday, November 10th in an exhibition game
against a Nicaraguan University team.
The team from Nicaragua got the game
rolling with an impressive dunk off the
opening tip. While this may have been
an inauspicious beginning, the Bantams
certainly held their own. The game was
punctuated with a variety of sloppy
plays that are typical of preseason basketball, however the Bantams proved
worthy of their victory.
The starting five consisted of Mike
LaBella'01, Scott Wallach'01, John
Mulfinger'99, Kevin Bednar'99, andJason
Levin'99. Keohane entered the game for
LaBella as point guard and provided the
offensive spark off the bench for the Bantams. Co-captains Mulfinger and Bednar
were beyond impressive as they lead the
Bantams to victory in overtime. Marcus
Reilly'99 finally seems comfortable in
his position as an experienced scoring
threat off the bench. Reilly drove and
scored nearly every time he touched the
ball, giving the Bantams the upper hand.
While the Nicaraguans may have
lacked experience and knowledge of the
game, the athleticism and skills of two
lone players, one an American from Kansas, kept Trinity on their toes. With a
consistently close score throughout the
game, the Bantams triumphed 95-92 in
overtime.
Last Saturday, the Bantams scrim-

maged Division 11 Stonehill. This was an
opportunity to challenge themselves
against a team who plays at that higher
level of competition that Trinity considers themselves a part of. Trinity performed very well against a veteran
Stonehill squad with notable performances from Mulfinger, Bednar, LaBella,
and Keohane.
The mistakes that Trinity has made
can easily be chalked up to preseason jitters. The fact that the Bantams scored so
many points in their first game can only
mean that the season ahead will be outstanding to say the least. With a superb
record behind them, the Bantams are
pushing to take it to a higher level. In
1995, Trinity made it all the way to the
NCAA Division III Final Four. Last year
the team made it to the first round, however they had a heartbreaking loss to
Williams College. The Bantams are
reaching for the top, and, as always, they
hope to capture the title.
The Trinity men's basketball team is
comprised of experienced arid powerful
seniors mixed with strong underclassmen who are improving with every
practice. In addition to the returning
players, there are several freshmen who
will offer the Bantams a boost off the
bench throughout the season.
The season kicks off Friday night at
7:30 in Oosting Gymnasium. The Trinity Tip-Off Tournament will continue
on Saturday at 3:00 and Sunday at 2:00.
Be sure to check out the Men's Basketball
team as they begin another outstanding
season in the history of Bantam hoops
in c98-'99.

John Mulfinger '99 goes up for the baseline jumper.

in business
A new course on
Design and Advertising
Thursday nights:
Nov. 5, 12 and 19
Halden Hall, Room 123

Call297-5232

Don't Miss It!
•Sponsored by the Dept. of Fine Arts
and the Career Services Department

KATIE BRYANT

Matt Lynch '02 smirks as Eric Gibson '01 breaks him down.
BY JASON GABRIELE

Sports Editor
On Saturday morning, the Bantam
Wrestling team traveled to Bristol, Rhode
Island for the eighth annual Roger Williams Invitational tournament. The nature of the tournament is to give first
year wrestlers their first taste of colle-'
giate competition. It also gives each individual the opportunity to preview the
opposition from a number of different
schools. This year 16 teams congregated
for twelve solid hours of pure testosterone inclined wrestling entertainment.
To say the least, placing in this tournament is quite an accomplishment.
Mike Marcuccio '01 was the Bantam
representative in the 133 pound weight
class. He was seeded second in his
bracket and lived up to his ranking.
Marcuccio wrestled with such intensity
that he outscored his first two opponents
35-4. Needless to say, he won his first two
matches by technical fall (In a technical
fall the match is stopped if there is a
score differential of 15 points or greater).
Marcuccio wasn't challenged until his
third match of the day where he faced
Ivan Aguayo from MIT in the semifinal
bout. Marcuccio came out the victor 84 and earned himself a spot in the finals.
In what arguably might have been the
best match of the day.Mareuccio lost to
the two-time New England runner up
from Worcester Poly Tech, Aaron Becker,
5-2.
At 141 pounds Riad deFrietas '01 took
third out of 21 wrestlers. deFrietas
started the day by pinning his Coast
Guard opponent in 2:17 with a near-side
cradle in a ra ttail must win bout. He proceeded to advance to the semifinals by
pinning his next two opponents with the
same nearside cradle maneuver. In the
semis, deFrietas faced another Coast
Guard opponent,'but. this time fell short
.6-1 to Kevin Duffy.
•
In the. consolation bracket, deFrietas
would need two more wins to finish in
third place. This posed absolutely no
challenge to deFrietas as he relied on his
"Bread and Butter" near-side cradle to
stick both opponents. In all, deFrietas
pinned five wrestlers in 22:02 of regulation time. Head Coach Sebastian Amato
commented, "Some wrestlers don't even
acquire five pins in four years of collegiate wrestling. I was impressed with
Riad's performance and I think the rest
of New England was too."
At 157 pounds Mathew Lynch '02 led
the charge for Trinity Lynch lost his first
match by one point (8-7) to Coast
Guards Frank Florio. Refusing to head

ANDY 5HEPARD

to the showers early, Lynch won his next
four matches by decision to earn a spot
in the consolation semifinals, There he
faced the returning New England champion from Roger Williams, Peter Doucet.
Doucet decisioned Lynch 13-8 and sent
him to the battlefor fifth and sixth place.
In his consolation final for 5th and 6th
Lynch would lose to James Gilbert from
Johnson and Whales in a nail-bitter 5-3.
Coach Amato commented on Lynch's
performance, "Most freshmen would
have given up after that first loss, but
Lynch really surprised me. He wrestled
seven times today and won four matches,
that's incredible." Lynch placed sixth out
of 22 wrestlers, incredible might be an
understatement.
In the 165 pound weight class three
Bantams wrestled. Oliver Page '01 and
Ted Govola '01 put the pressure on their
opponents. Page was aggressive and
fluid as he drowned his first two competitors in losses. He won his first match
in seven seconds by default and his second match by technical fall. In the quarter-finals, Page suffered a dislocated
shoulder and was removed from the
tournament. He will be out for a few
weeks and may not be able to wrestle
until next semester.
Govola, on the other hand/continued
last year's success and placed third.
Govola lost a close match 6-3 in the semi.. finals to the-eventual champion but
came back to win two more times.
Govola finished the day by defeatingjosh
Semick from Coast Guard in the consolation finals for third place.
Thomas Chew '02 was the third competitor for the Bantams in the 165 pound
weight class. Chew lost his first match
but came back to take an impressive
eighth place out of 20 wrestlers. In his
second match of the day, Chew found
himself tied at the end of regulation 5-5.
In sudden death overtime Chew pulled
himself together and took a chance. He
took his opponent down and received 2
points and a chance to stay alive in the
tournament. Chew would go on to win
one more match on the day before he fell
to Shuang Wang from Wesleyan University.
. •
(
Mathew Banas.'02, John Klinger '02,
and Devin Koller '02 also wrestled well
for the Bantams, as they were aggressively introduced to collegiate wrestling.
The Bantams finished seventh overall
at the tournament and were very optimistic about the upcoming season. Next
week the team will travel to Springfield
for another invitational tournament.
The Bantams plan on coming home from
that event with even more hardware for
their collection.
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Lady Bantams Look Prepared
looks to improve upon her
record of 168-87.
Sports Editor
With the loss of three seniors
from last year's squad the BanTrinity College women's bas- tams will need to rely on the
ketball is more than just a tra- experience of the returners to
dition. It's a winning tradition. mold the freshmen into formiThe '98-'99 season will certainly dable players. Ten freshmen apcontinue the success of the pear on this year's roster and
program's past under the vet- coach Pine will depend upon
eran leadership of head coach . their talent and skills to blend
Maureen Pine who has success- with the upperclassmen in orfully led the Bantams to 10 win- der to continue Trinity's success.
ning seasons in her 11 year stint Returners for the Bantamsinas head coach. With the help of clude Kate Leonard '99, Laurel
newly, appointed assistant Earls '99, Gretchen MacColl'00,
coach Colleen McGlynn, Pine Megan Shutte '00, Harleigh
s

"'~

BY JASON GABRIELLE

KATIE BRYANT

Megan Shutte '00 runs the
offensive for the Bantams.

Leach '00, and Caitlin Luz '00.
These veteran athletes serve as
the solid backbone for coach
Pine to work with.
Leonard is returning after an
incredible '97-'98 season where
she averaged 9.6 points per
game. She is fully capable of
dropping the 3, where last year
she shot 35.8 percent from the
arc. Fouling Leonard is also a
dangerous tactic for the opposition as she capitalized on 81.2
percent of her shots from the
line last season.
Earls, like Leonard, will be seriously considered for a leadership spot on the team. Earls is a
smart basketball player and
Pine will count on her versatility to command this year's
squad. Earls has proven her
abilities to be a leader both on
and off the court.
With last year's leading
rebounder and 1st team AllNESCAC forward Gretchen
MacColl going abroad second
semester, the junior class will be
represented in the leadership of
Megan Shutte. Shutte averaged
6.6 points per game last season
and has demonstrated that she
is a determined competitor.
With the loss of MacColl, help
from the Freshmen is also a necessity this season. This year's
talent-packed list of top recruits
includes Alison Hadden '02,
Kristin Heil '02, McKenzie
Corby-Perconte '02, Angela
Landoli '02, Sophia Knight '02,
Liz Bontempo '02, Kate Toman
'02, and Fatou-Maty Diouf '01
Two more names to watch out
for are Jillian Liese "02 and
Bridget Dullea '02 who have
impressed coach Pine with their
speed and knowledge of the
game.
.
Coach Pine commented,
"We've got a lot of young players
this season but youth isn't an
see WOMEN... on page
twenty

Western New England College School of Law
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ursuing a law degree is a major commitment. The
school you choose must offer a philosophy, an environment, and a faculty that will ensure success throughout your education and beyond. That's why we invite you
to attend our next Open House. Meet with the faculty.
Attend a mock law class. Learn about financial aid. We have
the accessible faculty and resources you need for a successful legal education.
OPEN HOUSE FOR
PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS
Saturday, November 21, 1:00-4:15pm
S. Prestley Blake Law Center
1215 Wilbraham Road
Springfield, MA
For reservations and
more information call:

413-782-1406 or
800-782-666S

New England
College

School of Law
Springfield, Massachusetts
Visit our Website at http://www.law.wnec.edu
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Running On Full
X-Country Performs In The End
finisher, Middlebury, 74-93.
Both teams will serve as the
FLAMINO
New England team representaSports Writer
tives at the National meet.
Along with these two teams,
The 1998 NCAA Division III five individuals qualified for
New England Regional Cross another week of competition.
Country Championships took These were the top five finishplace on Saturday at Babson ers in the race.
College in Wellesley, MA. This
The individual crown was
meet not only served to rank won by Yolanda Flamino '99 in
teams and individuals in the a time of 18:01. The next two.
New England region, but also to positions were captured by
determine qualifiers for the Springfield and Amherst, both
NCAA National meet this Sat- in a time of 18:13. Then, in
urday. These qualifiers, the fourth place was Thania Benios
number of which were based '99, co-captain for the Bantams.
• on how New England runners Benios ran a wonderful race,
performed at last year's na- finishing with a personal best
tional meet, will travel to time of 18:14. She raced smart
Carlisle, PA for the final meet of as she ducked in behind the
the season with the hopes of lead pack and kept pace with
earning All-American status.
the group. Benios held her poThe men's race began the day sition and reacted when necesat Babson. The five mile course sary. Her strong finish allowed
was fairly quick and flat as it her to pass a few runners and
wound through the woods and also secure her spot for the
across grassy playing fields. A NCAA National meet. Benios
field of greater than 220 people has previously competed in one
scrambled for position as the other National meet as a memgun went off. From the start, ber of the Bates team, her
two runners from Williams and sophomore year. This year she
an Amherst runner asserted a looks to improve upon that
lead and maintained it through year's finish and race competito the finish line. Paul Alsdorf tively. The other individual
captured the individual title qualifier was from MIT (18:17).
and the second place finish by
Second year cross country
BY YotANDA

The Lady Bantams finished in 8th place,
missing 7th by a mere point..The
individual crown was won by Yolanda
Flamino '99 in a time of 18:01.
teammate Daniel McCue
helped lead Williams to the
men's team title. Along with
Williams; Keene, Tufts, and
Brandeis will represent the
New England region at the national meet with six other individual qualifiers.
The Bantams ran well, but
were hurt by their modest
numbers. Dayid'Kyle '00 was
the first Trinity finisher capturing 58th place with an excellent
time of 27:00. Kyle has proved
to be a fierce competitor as he
continually improved throughout his entire season and college career. Just a step behind
in 27:04 was Todd Markelz '01,
who also had a wonderful sea^son. Markelz, although disappointed in this race, still must
consider his season a success.
He was consistently the top finisher and often in the lead pack
of the many competitive races
in which he participated.
.Andrew Malick '00 and
Stephen Napier '02 were third
(28:40) and fourth (28:41), respectively, for the team. Malick
bounced back from an injury to
help his squad the meet, while
Napier continued to show
steady improvement not only
in his race times but also in his
ability to handle the five mile
distance. The final scorer for
the men's team was Matthew
.' Wong '00 in 28:53. These five
combined for a team score that
ranked them 19th out of 32
teams.
. .
The final event of the day was
the' women's race, which also
hosted 32 teams and over 220 •
participants. The Lady Bantams finished in 8th place,
missing 7th by a mere point.
Williams nabbed the team title,
as they defeated second place

runner, Nicole Hanley '99 also
ran well for the Bantams. She
finished 19th in a time of 18:45.
This earned her, along with
Flamino and Benios, All-New.
England honors: Hanley had an
outstanding season as she often,
finished first for the team and
was always near the front of the
pack. The Fourth Trinity finisher was Caroline Leary '02.
Her finishing place was 97th at
20:11, a great time especially after being injured for a consider-'
able portion of the season.
Junior transfer Kara Barbalunga.
continued to help the team, as
she finished with a time of 20:33
(119th), rounding out the team!
scoring. Barbalunga's time was
a season best.
Kathryn Frank '00 finished
the course in 21:08, this was also
a personal best. Frank, competed in her first season of cross
country, in which she battled a
nagging foot injury. Her steady
racing and determination, however, continually provided support for the team.
Priscilla McLaughlin '02 was
the final Trinity competitor in
this meet, in which the number
of competitors per team was
limited. McLaughlin had an
excellent season, finishing off
nicely with a season best of
21:21. She steadily improved her
times over the season, and only
looks to show further improvement next season.
The men's and women's season- ended on a strong note as
they competed well in the New
England's.' A number of Ban-,
tarns ran their personal best
times of the season. Flamino
and Benios will continue their.
season at the NCAA National
meet this weekend in Carlisle,
Pennsylvania.

,?

This Week in Sports^
Date

17 Nov.
Tues.
18 Nov.
Wed.
19 Nov.
Thurs.
20 Nov.
Fri.

21 Nov.
Sat.
22 Nov.
Sun.
23 Nov.
Mon.

Men's
Basketball

Women's
Basketball

Trinity TipOff
Tournament
. 7:30
Tip-Off
3:00
Tip-Off
,2:00'

Men's and
Women's
Swimming

Wrestling

Men's Ice
Hockey

Women's
Ice Hockey

Babson
7:35

@ Babson
1:00

@ Colby
1:00

@
Springfield
Invitational

UMass/Boston
4.30
Skidmore
12:45

'

|Since no one has responded to our trivia yet, we offer..

BEGINNER'S TRIVIA
1 Which defensive baseball player stands near third base?
2. How many goals does it take to go up 1-0 in ice hockey?
3. Gross Gountry is a sport that pertains to:
A. Filling up your car with a full tank, of gas and driving as far as you can.
B. Painting an "X" on your globe.
G. Running.
4. True or False. When tired, swimmers are allowed to get out and run to the finish line of the pool.]
5. In an individual sport such as bowling, how many people play at one time?
SubmitYourAnswerstoTripod-Sports@mail.trincoll.edu
The Winner Will Get A Case Of Pabst Blue Ribbon Free!!!

Bantam All-Americans
I1 , • -..^J

Camilla Love

BOBLfaONARD

Kate Leonard

BOB LEONARD

One of the greater honors which can bebestowed upon a field hockey player is the honor of being named an All-American.
These select honorees play in the North-South Senior All-Star Game prior to the Division I Championship game. This year,
Trinity's Kate Leonard '99 and Camilla Love '99 have been chosen by a national panel of coaches. Love has helped command
the Trinity offense for four seasons, and she has raised her level of play consistently over the years, always making her presence
felt. Leonard has been Trinity's defensive backbone for her four years, acting as a quiet leader who always takes control on the
field. Congratulations to both of these outstanding student athletes.
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Field Hockey Still Cannot Get Football Finishes
By Middlebury In Final Four With First Losing
Season In 18 Years

Camilla Love '99, Nancy Dwyer
'99,
and Whitney Brown '01 atSports Writer
tempted to penetrate the
Middlebury defense numerous
After two overwhelming times until they successfully
wins last weekend in the first drew a corner. Whitney Scarlett
and second rounds of the '99 would have the only goal of
NCAA tournament at Messiah the game, off a broken corner
College, the Trinity Field play, assisted by Kate Leonard
Hockey team saw their season '99.
The Bantams at this point
come to an emotional close in
Geneva, New York against the appeared to be back in the
Panthers of Middlebury. The game, as the goal put some moBantams had advanced to the mentum back in Trinity's play,
elite Final Four, an honor re- but it would prove to be short
served for only 4 of the nation's lived due to the relentless pres135 teams, and were eliminated
The Bantams
in semifinal action by a score of
4-1 on Saturday.
had advanced to
Emotions were running high
the elite Final
from the start as Trinity had alFour, an honor
ready given up a game to the
Panthers for the final match-up
reserved for only
of the regular season in a 2-1
4 of the nation's
loss. In their second meeting,
135 teams...
Middlebury shocked the Bantams with their aggression and
speed from the first whistle. sure of the Middlebury forward
The attack for Middlebury was line. Scarlett, Barkley Kinkead
led by the All American play of '99, Mary Jacobs '01, and Kelly
senior co-captain Hiedi Flaman '99 found themselves
Howard, who stunned the Trin- creating offensive movement as
ity defense.and registered the often as they were hustling
assist oh trie first-goal, scored in back on defense. The Trinity
the first ten minutes. Howard defense put up a valiant effort
continued her offensive ram- led by the play of Leonard,
page with her first of three goals Vanessa Ruff '99, Christina
several minutes later in the first Spilios '99, Katie Krautmann '99,
half.
and Katie Rieg '00, while keeper
The Trinity attack rebounded Jess Martin '02 aggressively
from the Panther onslaught guarded the goal.
with what would be their only
With eight minutes remaingoal with several minutes re- ing in the second half,
maining in the first half. Middlebury's Howard scored
BY KATIE RIEG

Kate Leonard '99 beats her Middlebury
opponent to the ball.

again, now wideni ng the gap by
two goals. The fourth and final
goal scored sealed the win for
the Panthers, and the Trinity
Bantams walked away disappointed with the loss, but proud
of how far they had come.
This season marks a special
one for the Bantams, as they will
see the departure of 10 seniors
from Trinity Field Hockey. Senior co-captainsSpilios and
Leonard headed this talented
group, of players and they will
sorely be missed next season,
along with Love, Dwyer,
Scarlett, Kinkead, Flaman, Ruff,
Krautmann, and Pam Kelly '99.
It is a rare team that has so
many talented seniors contribute to one squad, and it is an
even rarer achievement to reach
such a level as the Final Four.
Next season, the Bantams will
look to current underclassmen
to step it up and become the
new leaders for the squad. The
play of such Bantams as Katie
Watts '99, Scarlett, Jacobs, and
Martin has been encouraging
as the team looks to the future,
and they will play instrumental roles in helping forward Bantam Field Hockey into the next
millennium. The coaching
staff will do all it can to continue its success in recruiting
over the coming years, and the Dale Phelps '00 commands
team will continue to rely on Trinity's defense.
the example which this year's
BY C O U N RUANE
seniors have set in terms of their
Copy Editor
excellence on and off the field.
The Bantams finish their season
with a record of 12-4.
Adam Sandler's new movie,
the Waterboy, is number one in
the theaters. So, after a private
screening of the inspiring film
which features-a struggling
football team who pulls off a
win at the end of the season due
to the superb play of a Mr. Bobby
Boucher, a momma-loving, alligator-eating, speech-slurring
linebacker, the Bantams were
ready to take on Wesleyan in the
last game of the 1998 Football
season. After the screening, the
Bantams only had one question
to ask themselves concerning
the last game' of the season.
Who's going to play the part of
the heroic Bobby Boucher?
With the hopes of finishing
with a winning record long
gone, the Bantams faced off
against Wesleyan in their final
game last Saturday. Trinity traveled down the road to
Middletown for the match up,
determined to end the season on
somewhat of a high note by
grabbing a win away from a
strong Wesleyan team. Oddly
enough, another character from
the Waterboy followed the team
bus down to Middletown in his
broken down, rust covered
Chevy pickup, screaming "YOU
CAN DO IT!" out the window.
But regardless of this man's enthusiastic emotional support,
Wesleyan was ready for Trinity
BOB LEONARD
and to improve on their 5-2
record.

KATIE BRYANT

The game'started off as nothing less than a struggle between
two good football teams, until
Wesleyan squeezed onto the
Scoreboard fairly early in the
first quarter with a 32-yard pass
from the quarterback into the
hands of an open wide-receiver,
waiting in the end zone. Trinity
showed Wesleyan that they
weren't about to let this potential win slip through their hands
when they blocked the attempted Wesleyan extra point
kick, bringing the score to a
mere 6-0. Minutes later, the Bantams tied it up when Gregg
. Wysocki '00 hurled an awesome
50-yard touchdown pass to tricaptain J.R Faget '99. After a
poor snap to the kicker, the Bantams missed a chance to take the
lead and left the game at 6-6.
That was, until the Wesleyan
offense came out and a running
back broke through the Trinity
defense for a short but rewarding run into the end zone to increase their lead to 13-6 at the
end of the first quarter.
In the second quarter, the
competition between Wesleyan
and Trinity continued to be
close. Early in the quarter, the
Wesleyan quarterback hit a receiver in the end zone for a 20yard reception, and another
touchdown to bring them ahead
20-6. After many thwarted
Bantam scoring attempts, the
Wesleyan offense struck again
with a 2-yard dash to paydirt.
see FOOTBALL on page
twenty

